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Parks board
seeks help
in hosting
events
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
he
Murray-Calloway
County
Parks
and
Recreation board of
directors is hoping to get some
issistance from city businesses
and tounsm in sponsoring
sporting events that benefit
local recreational activity for
youngsters and give the local
economy a shot in the arm as
well.
During a special-called meeting at the M-CC Chamber of
Commerce conference room
Monday night, board members
voted to support a proposal by
Mark Lovrekovic, a representative of Southern Youth Sports
Association Inc., for a series of
newly-organized baseball tournaments at Mun-ay Calloway
Central Park. They hope the
events will bring many baseball
teams from across the state and
the region to Murray. which will
not only provide quality recreation for local youngsters, but
significant spending by visitors
at local restaurants, stores,
hotels and other businesses.
Forrner toumament organizer
Tab Brockman has stepped
down from oversight of local
tournaments and Lovrekovic
has offered his services through
the SYSA. He told board mem-
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MCCH'S new South Tower fully operational
Special to the Ledger
Floor South Tower; Inpatient &
„,....„,e today. the Murray- Outpatient Surgery - 2nd Floor South
Calloway County Hospital's new Tower; Pathology - 2nd Floor South
South Tower is fully operational , Tower; Critical Care & Progressive Care
according to Melony Bray, MCCH - 3rd Floor South Tower, and Medical
Surgical Private Patient Rooms - 4th
directur of Planning and Marketing.
The following departments and servic- Floor & 5th Floor South Tower
The South Tower is a 158,0000 square
es have all been re-located to the South
foot, state-of-the-art modem facility
Tower located off
Vine Street: designed, architecturall
y and functionalCardiopulmonary - Ist Floor South ly, to maximize
efficiency and functionTower; Radiology -- 1st Floor South ality for our patients and
guests, she
Tower; Emergency Department - 1st said.

E

The depanments have officially'
moved after two years when the groundbreaking took place. 'The move was a
smooth transition, thanks to the many
employees and staff who cooperated.
planned and prepared. she added.
"In the emergency wing of the new
hospital, there was a buzz of excitement
when the department officially closed on
8th Street and opened around 6:30 a.m.
on Tuesday, March 23, at the new area
off 9th Street entrance." Bray commented.

At 10 a.m. on Monday. March 29, Dr.
Morgan, orthopedic surgeon, along with
several surgical staff employees performed the first surgery in the new Scuth
Tower surgical suites," she added.
'The surgical suites are a state-of-the;
art upgrade that the community ral
Murray deserves," said Dr. Derek
Morgan, orthopedic surgeon. "We ha4
the first surgical case yesterday and 4
went great. the transition was seamless:

KYSER LOUGH,tedger &

Times
The team from Calloway County Middle School that called themselves the Laker Literates
react to the surprise ot spelling
"propitiatonr correctly in the second round of Monday night's spelling bee Whenever
no team could spell a word, audience mernbers had the chance to win prizes donated by area businesses, and many
of them did.
f
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Pius
Tuesday Mostly
Sunny
Highs in the mid 60s Southwest
winds 5 mph.
Tuesday night. Ciear Lows
in the mid 40s South winds
around 5 mph
Wednesday...Mostly Sunny
Highs in the mid 70s South
winos 10 to 15 mph
Wednesday night Clear.
Lows around 50.
Thursday . Mostly Sunny.
Highs in the upper 70s
Thursday
night .Clear.
LOWS in the lower 50s
Friday Clear iighs in the
upper 70s
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Bill on open
records wins
lawmakers'
final passage

•See Page 2
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SPELL CHECKERS

Bee raises funds for Adult Learning Center
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Start Writer
ommunity
members
misspelled some pretty
tough words for a good
cause Monday night as the
Murray Woman's Club Alpha
Department held its first Great
Murray Spelling Bee in the
Curris Center Ballroom.

C

Alpha member Genie May
said that proceeds from the
event would benefit the Adult
Learning Center and that some
would go to the Alpha
Department. There were nine
teams of three in the contest
dnd each had at least one
"Spell Again" card - sort of
like a mulligan in golf - that

allowed teams to try one more
time to avoid being eliminated.
More cards were available for
530 each for teams wanting to
purchase them. Team members
had 90 seconds to consult with
each other before spelling the
words aloud.
lune
VanderMolen, an
instructor at
the
Adult

Learning Center said she was
excited to be able to raise a little extra money for supplies
since the center is always in
need of books, paper, pencils
and other items. She said it
was also a good chance to let
the community' learn more

See Page 2

By BRUCE SCHFIE1NER
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Legislation meant to turn up
public scrutiny of two scandalstained groups representing
locally elected officials won
final passage Monday from
Kentucky lawmakers.
With no fanfare, the measure
stemming from well-publicized
scandals
involving
the
Kentucky
Association
of
Counties and the Kentucky
League of Cities cleared the
Senate on a 37-0 vote.
Gov. Stese Beshear must sign
the measure for it to become
law.
In a statement, Beshear said
"a top priority of any taxpayersupported institution is the ethical and pragmatic stewardship
of public dollars." Beshear
spokeswoman Kerri Richardson
said the governor strongly supports the concept behind the bill
and will review the final version.
Under the bill, the two organizations would be subject to
Kentucky's open records and
open meetings laws. It also
would force the groups to follow strict ethics guidelines and
undergo annual audits.
Another key provision would
require the groups to post their
spending, budget documents
and annual audit reports on a

•See Page 2

Chautauqua event brings
Rupp to MSU Racer Arena
Special to the Ledger
Kentucky Chautauqua performer Dr. Ed Smith will bring
legendary
University
of
Kentucky basketball coach
Adolph Rupp back to life in
Racer Arena on the campus of
Murray State
University.
Wednesday March 31 at 7 p.m.
During the 42 years he
coached at the University of
Kentucky, Adolph
Rupp
(1901-1977) raised basketball
to near-religious status in the
Commonwealth. Basketball
took its place next to horses,
coal, and bourbon as one of the
cultutal icons charactenzing
the state. Rupp's teams won
8S0 games, four national

GOOD LUCK
TEAMS!

championships, and
one Olympic
gold medal.
There was a
flip-side to all
this success the Kentucky
team was suspended
for
&sites
the 1952-53
season after a
point-shaving scandal and
Rupp was heavily criticized for
taking so long to integrate his
program.
Adolph Rupp grew up in
Kansas, the son of immigrant
farmers. He played three years

See Page 2
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DISTRACTED DRIVING:
The Kentucky Office of Highway Safety
brought its distracted driving simulator to
Calloway County High School Monday to
show the dangers of text messaging
while driving. Participants had to read a
text message out loud and then type a
reply while driving At some point. a
small stop sign would pop up and students would hit the brakes, and the
machine measured their reaction time. At
left Shauna Wicker, senior, and above,
Taylor Futrell, sophomore. react to driving on the simulator.

, April 2nd
209 North 1 2th St
Murray Or
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Front Front
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News in Brief

University of Kansas. but never
scored a point. He began his Budget talks being
FRANK! Oki.
coaching career in Kansas. but
-so.
heritu,k)T
Speaker Greg
soon moved on to Iowa and then Stumbo says lawmakers are rearranging their schedule this week
Illinois. The University of to set aside more time tor budget negotiators to try to mach d deal
Stumbo said Monday that lawmakers won't be in session on
Kentucky hired him in 1930.
Tuesday but will meet again Wednesday --- which will be the
Rupp's genius for public rela5lith
day of the 60-day session.
tions and his team's winning
That will allow House and Senate conferees to focus on
budget
ways combined to make talks
Tuesday.
Kentucky basketball a statewide
Stumbo said if a budget deal is reached. lawmakers would
he
phenomenon. a imint of pride
back in session on Friday.
around which Kentuckians of
Stumbo said the two sides appear to he closing in on agree
ments
on education and on a revenue package that would help
all stnpes still rally,
plug a
budge
t
shortfall. He mid much of the focus remains a House•
This special evening will
begin with a presentation by Dr. passed construction program that the Senate has balked at.
James Duane Bolin. Professor
of History at Murray State Senate Oks retired teachers
bill
FRANKH)R1, Ky.
,s hill aimed at inotettmg hcalth
University. who is completing
care benefits for Kentucky's retired teachers has cleare
d another
the first critical biography- of the
hurdle by winning Senate approval.
coach, Adolph Rupp arid the
The measure passed 34-0 Monday night and now return
s to thc
Rise of Big-Time College
House. which will consider changes made by the Senate
.
Basketball in Amcnca. Based
The bill enlists current teachers, some retirees and schoo
l dis
on over I(X) taped interviews tricts in helping preserve health care benefi
ts for retired teachers
Under the proposal. active teachers would contribute
with Rupp's former players,
more of
coaches and university presi- their pay to shore up the system. Retired teachers under age
65
who currently. pay nothing ter basic health cover
dents, along with newspapers
age would begin
contri
buting
.
Schoo
'istric
l
ts would pick up a share of retired
and other archival sources,
teachers' health coverage
Bolin's tatok will he published
The cost of retired teachers' health care has mushr
by the University Press of
oomed in
recent years. The state has redirected about S562
million since
Kentu
cky
in
2011.
'MEP LOUGH / Ledger it
2004 from the teachers' pension fund to help cover
Cynthia Barnes. right. gives a
health costs.
celebratory fist pump after her team, the
Following Dr. Bolin• opening
Murray Woman'S DIU0
Music Department, spelled -trac
hea- correctly Barnes and teammates
remar
ks.
Edwar
d
B. Smith por- Texting bill added to another meas
Bobbie Weatherly, left.
and Pamela Seward, were the event
ure
ual champions of the Great Murray Spell
trays
Adolph
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) -- [he Kentucky Senat
Rupp
for
ing Bee
e has tried some
Kentucky
late
maneu
venng
Chautauqua.
in pushing a bill aimed at banning people from
A
sendi
Kentucky native, Smith earned
ng text messages while driving in the state.
Senators found a House bill to attach the provis
a bachelor of ails degree from
ions that would
prohibit drivers from writing, sending or
Georgetown College. a master
reading text messages
From Front
health care services to improve
when
their
vehicle is in motion.
of arts degree from the
From Front
the health status of our region,
University of North Carolina at
Murray-Calloway
County
about the center, which is locatChapel Hill, and a Ph.D. from
Hospital opened its doors in Bray reported.
ed at 92 Chestnut St. She said
the University of Texas at
For more information about
1910. and now opens its new
the center helps people advance
Austin. all in performance studdoors in 2010, continuing the Murray-Calloway
County their education in
many ways, ies. Smith is co-dir
Murray Hospital legacy with the Hospital, contact the MCC
ector of the
H such as earning GEDs. working
Kentucky Educational Speech
same mission: to provide the Marketing Depar
tment at (270) on college entrance exams,
Special to the Ledger
and Drama Association and a
highest quality. patient centered 762-1
181.
studying to help their children
Officials with thc Murray-Calloway Count
member of the Kentucky Film
y Hospital are recogwith homework. taking English
nizing Doctors' Day today, providing an
opportunity to show
Lab•s Advisory Board. He
appreciation for its physicians. according
as a second language classes,
to Melony Bray. MCCH
teaches theatre and film classes
director or Planning and Marketing.
working on job advancement
at Georgetown College. where
To
celebr
ate.
training and taking tests to
MCCH provided phyaicians with a breakf
From Front
the move considering costs.
ast buffet
he is an associate professor. In
in their honor. In addition, as a show of
become classroom aides.
appreciation for the
So
board
membe
additi
rs
on
also
to
his
voted
work adapting
bers during the meeting that he
effort
s
and
hard
work
of
Vand
the
erWien said the Adult
hospital, Spring Creek and the
Kentucky literature for the
would assist where he can to put to ask a fee of S35 per team for Learn
Medical Arts employees, the medical staff
ing Center relies on state
at MCCH will host a
stage, Smith is an award-winMurray on the map for traveling each additional team participat- and
bartse
cue luncheon catered by Coldwater Bar-B
federal grants, as well as the
-Q in recognition
ing
to help defray costs. The
ning filmmaker He also porteams.
of Doctors' Day, she said.
United Way. She said the center
...."We've got to give this area a parks would receive all protrays Justice John Marshall
In 1990, President George Bush signed
into law a Joint
has becn in existanc,e •for more
bitoster shot to get teams to ceeds from the sale of conce
Resolution of the U.S. Congress procl
Harlan
- for
• Kentec.ky
s- than 30 years.
aiming March 30 of each
CoOMe here," Lovrekovic
year as National Doctors' Day. The enact
Chautauqua. He lives in
said sions under a current contract
ment of this law allows
During the spelling bee. Terry
people in their community to publicly
discussing the recent with a iota' vendor.
Cynthiana -with hiir wife Betsy
show appreciation for the
Little called out words and Tab
drcline in number of regional
vital
role that doctors play in caring for the
and his three sons, Ethan, Harry,
In other business. the board
sick, advancing medBrockman acted as the event's
teams that now participate in
ical knowledge and promoting good
and Ross. Betsy and Ethan are
voted to enforce a current policy
health.
master of ceremonies, taking
Murray-based tournaments.
"Ever
yone
under
stands that our physicians are impor
also Kentucky Chautauqua perthat restricts dog owners from the micro
tant to our
phone from table to
However Parks Director Matt
community not only as caregivers. hut
fOrTnerv.
also as neightxus and civic
bnngi
ng
their
anima
ls
onto
table
the
Martin and members of the
and encouraging everyone
leaders. Our doctors are part of our
community and are•part of our
Kentucky Chautauqua - livi..g
board pointed out the effort parks' playing fields at any to have a good time and heckle
families, so we want to be sure to public
ly thank and acknowledge
histor
y dramas that have now
could severely strain the depart- time.
them for their contnbutions to our
die other teams. The first round
health and well-heing," Bray
broug
ht
life
to
more
than
50 figment's already tight budget and
As per park regulations, as started off with fairly comm
noted.
on- ures from
Kentucky's past - is
financial assistance, possibly well as city leash laws, all dogs place words like "nuis
For more information about Doctor's
ance," an
Day at Murray-Calloway
exclusive program of the
from local businesses that must be on a leash at
County Hospital, contact the MCCH Marke
all times in "caffeine" and "accept," but it
ting Department at
Kentu
cky
would profit as well as the the park, but
Humanities Council (270) 762-1181
with or without a didn't take long to trip up teams
Inc. Chautauqua characters
Murray Convention arid Visitors leash
with less common words like
the animals are not
Bureau.
have told their stories to nearly
allowed on bail fields. Martin "popinjay" - someone who is
"Murray's businesses will all
500,000 people in every
stressed the need for dog owners vain. pretentious or maybe
benefit from this and we really
Kentucky county. Support for
laugh
ably
to
overuse
the new dog park next to
stylish - and
From Front
reviewed both groups. Luallen's
need to find a way to make this
Kentu
cky Chautauqua is pro"antediluvian" - a label for the
office delved into both organia community effort because the field two when walking their
vided
by
public
a
Nation
Web site. Both groups are
al Endowment
penod in the Old Testament
zations' spending following
entire community profits from animals.
for the Humanities. We the
funded primarily by public
before the Flood.
reports by the Lexington
Also, board members gave
a," Martin said.
money
Peopl
.
e
grant
, the Honorable
The Music Department of the
Herald-Leader detailing ques:The board voted to support a approval to a new 2010-2011
Sen. Damon 'Thayer. RMurray Woman's Club eventu- Order of Kentucky Colonels,
tionable expenses.
regional baseball toumament in parks budget for the comin
g fisGeorgetown. said the measure
Fayette
Urban
ally won with the word, Lexington
'The review of the Kentucky
May. possibly others to follow cal year presen
would provide "more of an
ted by finance
Association of Counties found
"euphemistically." May said the County Government, Peoples
id June and July. Up to 30 par- commi
ttee members Jeremy
assurance that taxpayer dollars
that some officials indulged in a
event raised more than S500 Bank & Trust Company of
tdapating teams would be asked
Bell, Kyle Evans and Connie
are used more prudently by
Hazard,
Brown-Forman
three-year spending spree on
pay a total of S850 to take
after expenses and shc said
these organizations."
Morgan.
booze. sports tickets and stripArt leaving the parks systems
hoped to get more teams Corporation, Union College and
State Auditor Crit Luallen,
The department expects to
pers. Luallen identified more
an estimated total of S7 profit on
involved next year. The Kiwanis Toyota Motor Manufacturing
who helped shape the legislacollect S92,470 through park
than S3 million in excessive or
North America Inc.
team promised to challenge
tion, said the bills passage will
programs, sports, theatre, conquestionable spending.
The Kentucky Humanities
other service organizations to
result in "greater accountability
cessions and other "special get
Thc association is a nonprofit
Council
is a
non-profit
involved. she said.
and transparency for two organgroup that advocates on behalf
interest" groups that hold event
Kentucky corporation affiliated
izatio
ns
that provide important of the
:In Monday's story about the 75th
statc's 120 counties and
at park facilities. Pool fees arc
with the National Endowment services to
local governments." their electe
Make a Difference Day. thc center
d officials.
expected to amount to $55,000.
for
Derb
the Humanities. It is not a
y
Muse
um
has
Simila
Mine
r
measu
res
alere aluminum cans are taken
seeking to
Meanwhile, the state auditor's
Total
state
incom
agenc
e
y.
was
expos
but
report
is
proud
e
a
ed at That Bird bins on displ
the two groups to greater revie
was misidentified. The COrreCt
w of the Kentucky League
ay ner of the state's Tounsm,part- public scruti
$432.782. Total expenses.
ny were introduced of Cities
Arts
name is the WATCH Center
also turned up quesLOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) -- and Heritage cabinet. For inforincluding all salaries for adminin thc House and Senate. In the
tionable spending.
Train
er
Chip
Wooll
end.
matio
ey
istration and maintenance permany of the provisions
is donatn, visit www.kyhumaniThe Murray Ledger & Times
The findings included high
ing his cowboy hat and the ties
strives to ensure accurate and fair
sonnel. utilities, maintenance
.org, were tacked onto an unrelated pay for the group's
executives,
bill dealing with expenditures
reporting; however mistakes occahttp://kentuckystory.coni or call
and other costs was listed at crutches he used the day Mine
conflicts of interest in spending.
That
Bird
won
by urban-county boards of undoc
the 2009 (859)257-5932.
sionally occur. It is the Ledger's
$432,762. A copy of the budget
umented credit card
Kentucky Derby.
health. It was that bill that expen
policy to correct errors. To report a
The public is invited. and the
is available for inspection by the
ses and gifts from venThe Derby museum is set to
passe
news mistake or error. call 753d
Monda
y.
event is free. For more informadors, including admission to a
public at the parks department ()pen on Apnl
18 after its 55.5
'916
The proposals were spurred by Las
tion. please contact Ted Brown
Vegas strip club for three
office.
million renovation project.
blistering reports last year after staff
at (270)809-6937.
members.
the state ;militia •s
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Obituaries
Iiirnon E. Stalls

on agreements
help plug a
a Houselked at.

Vernon I-. Stilts, 90. Paris, Tenn., died Sunday, March
28. 2010
at Henry County Healthcare Center, Pans. An Army
veteran of World War II, he was a retired welder for
linion Carbide. Paducah. an avid fisherman and
hunter, and a member of Church of God.
r•-•""
Preceding him in death were his wife. Mary
Estelle Elkins Stalls, who died April 12. 1995;
one
son, Earl Thomas Stalls; his father, Herman Stalls;
his mother, Eula
Taylor Stalls Alexander; one brother, Walter Stalls.
Survivors include one son. Daryl Stalls and wife,
Deborah. Paris,
Tenn., three grandchildren. Ricky Stalls arid wife.
Chnstine, Vidor,
Texas. Paula Meterneler and husband. David. Louisv
ille, and Darren
Stalls. Texas; four great-grandchildren. Brittaney
and Joshua
Metemeler. Kimberley ()Own and Tiffaney Martin
; four greatgreat-grandchildren.
A graveside service will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. at Bevil
('emetery. Pans Tomtnie Dacus will officiate. Visitat
ion will be at
Ridgeway Funeral Hotne. Pans. frorn noon to 1:3()
p.m. Wednesday.
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Unda Lou Boudreau
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There will he no visitation or funeral services for
Mrs. Linda Lou
Boudreau. Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Horne and
Crematory is in
charge of the arrangements.
Mrs. Boudreau. 67, Benton. died Tuesday.
March 23, 2010 , at 11:28 a.m. at her home.
She
was a member of Ilardin Baptist Church.
Survivors include one daughter, Rebecca Marie
Boudreau. Benton; five sisters. Faye Smith
,
Paducah. Josephine Pritchett and Connie Uzzle,
both of Benton. Jane Pritchett. Dexter. and Virgin
ia
McElwayne, Hardin; one brother. Ray Ford.
Smyrna. Tenn.; three grandchildren, Sebaat
ian
Dnver, Douglas White, and Katlynn White. all
Boudreau
of
Benton.
Preceding her in death were her husband, John B
Boudreau, one
daughter. Melinda Driver, one brother. Bobby Ford,
and her parents,
Alford Ford and Drucilla Josephine Nimmo Ford.
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Theron Kelly Erwin

11

The funeral for Theron Kelly Erwin will he today
(Tuesday) at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funera
l Home, Benton.
Rev. Kendrick Lewis will officiate and burial
will follow in the
Lyles Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funeral
home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the
Lyles Cemetery Fund, c/o Manlyn Blagg. 3271
Vanzora Road. Benton, Kentucky 42025. Online
condolences may be sent at wwwfilbeckcannk
ing.com.
Mr. Envin, 81, Benton, died Sunday, March
28. 2010, at 2 p.m. at his home.
He is survived by three daughters, Kay Evans,
Farmington. Gail Perry. Paducah. and Lisa Becker
.
Erwin
Clarksville, Tenn.; two sons. Danny Envin, Benton
,
and Keith Ersvin and wife Alicia. Murray; one sister-in-law. Jo Envin: seven grandchildren. Russel
l and Randy Evans.
Kevin and Kyle Perry. and Kelly. Courtney and
Dakota Erwin; 11
great grandchildren; and several nieces and nephew
s.
Preceding hirn in death were his wife. Raehel
Lyles Envin:
three sisters, Esther Morton, Ilee Wisehart and
Opal Tuthill]; two
brothers. Buren Erwin and Perry Erwin: arid
one granddaughter.
Abby Lee Erwin. His parents were Duncan Kelly
Erwin and Otie
Outland Erwin.

Mrs. Evelyn Beard Hunt
serN
bir Mrs. Evelyn Beard Hunt will be
Wednesd.ly at I I a.m. at Wilson Cemetery
on US 68 W in Benton.
Visitation will be today (Tuesday)from 5 to
8 p.m. at Roth Funeral
Chapel. Paducah.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to:
The Auxiliary
Volunteer Program at Western Baptist Hospit
al. 2501 Kentucky
Avenue, Paducah, KY 42003 or Murray State
Men's Golf Team. 217
Stewart Stadium, Murray, KY 42071. Online
condolences may be
made at www.rothfuneralchapel.com.
Mrs. Hunt. 91. of Paducah died Saturday. March
27. at 11:25
a.m. at Westem Baptist Hospital, Paducah. She
was a retired ward
clerk and Auxiliary volunteer at Western
Baptist Hospital and a
member of Clements Street Church of Christ.
Survivors include two sons: Gerald Hunt and
wife, Sherry,
Germantown. Tenn., and Eddie Hunt and wife,
Lanette. Murray; two
grandsons: Jason Hunt and wife, Samantha.
and Jeremy Hunt and
fiancee, Rachael Rogers: two great-grandchildre
n, Lindey and Jay
Hunt; sister-in-law. Mary Beard: brother-in-law,
Willie Hunt; several nieces and nephews.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Wallac
e Hunt. her
parents, Jess and Ozella Beard; one brother. Robert
Beard. She was
born on February 15. 1919 in Benton

Samuel Dean Reynolds Jr.
pA IA i tAli. icy. Samuel Dean Reynolds Jr., 26,
of

Murray died
at 2:15 p.m. Sunday. March 21, 2010, at Vander
bilt Hospital in
Nashville, Tenn.
Ile is survived by his three-month old son. Samue
l Dean
Reynolds III; his mother and stepfather, Doree
n and David Johnston
of Paducah: his grandmother, Mary Ann Shuecr
aft of Salem; one
sister. Candace "Jonathan" Moore of Murray
; one brother, Nicholas
Reynolds of Tennessee; and three nieces.
He was preceded in death by his fattier, Samuel
Dean Reynolds
Senior of Granite City, III.; grandfather. James
McDonald of Salem.
and his grandparents, Dairl and Nona Reynolds of Granit
e City, Ill.
A pnvate graveside memonal will be held. Expressions
of sympathy may be sent to any BB&T Bank location for
the benefit of the
baby. In charge of arrangements was the Nashvi
lle Funeral Home
and Cremation Service.

U.S. military hoping to
end war in Afghanistan
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
U.S. military this summer is
looking toward a lengthy offensive in the Taliban heartland of
Kandahar. an operation that
could ultimately define the outcome of the war.
The two-month campaign,
expected to bcgin in June, also
will test President Barack
Obama's bet that tens of thousands more troops can make the
difference in an 8-year war that
has shown only
modest
progress.
"This is really a strategic
moment in thc history of our
involvement," national security
adviser Jim Jones told reporters
aboard Air Force One during
'Fbama's covert overnight flight
o) Afghanistan last weekend.
Kandahar has long been considered crucial to winning the
war. U.S. officials believe it was

where al-Qaida leaders planned
the Sept. I 1 attacks, and it
served as a governing capital to
the Taliban before the 2001
invasion.
That the Taliban still enjoys
considerable influence in the
city and other areas in the south
was a primary reason that
Obama decided last fall to send
30.000 more troops. Under his
plan, there will be nearly
100,000
U.S. forces
in
Afghanistan this year - nearly
triple the level when he took
office. Military officials have
already reported progress in
other areas, as fresh troops have
begun to trickle in. Etut officials
hope wrestling Kandahar away
from the Taliban would deal a
fatal blow to the insurgency and
help persuade the Afghan people
to swing behind the central government in Kabul.
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Spring shoppers keep cash registers humming

WASHINGTON (AP) - Confidence is growing that the
economic recovery won't fizzle
out Consumers kept cash registers humming last month at a
decent pace, pointing to modest
and steady economic gains
ahead.
The Commerce Department
reported Monday that consumers boosted their spending
by 0.3 percent in February.
marking the fifth straight
monthly gain.
Nigel Gault, chief U.S. economist at IHS Global Insight,
called it "an encouraging sign of
consumer revival."
The. pickup in spending was a
tad slower than the 0.4 percent
increase registered in January
and marked the smallest
increase since September.
Nonetheless. the %pending
gain was considered decent,
especially given the snowstorms
that slammed the East Coast and
kept some people away from the
malls.
"Households are starting to
ease up on their tight grip on
their wallets. though it would he
nice if they had more money to

spend," observ•ed Joel Narott
president of Naroff Ecunomic
Advisor%
Americans' incomes didn't
budge.
Incomes were stagnant in
February, as the bad weather
forced employers to trim workers' hours.
That followed a solid 0.3 percent gain in January and marked
the weakest showing since July.
when incomes actually shrank.
Income growth is the fuel for
future spending. February's flatline reading suggests shoppers
will be cautious in coming
months.
Spending growth in February
matched economists' expectations. The reading on income
was a bit weaker than forecast.
Both the spending and
income figures in Monday's
report point to a modest economic recovery.
That cheered Wall Street
investors. The Dow Jones Industnal average gained 46 points to
close at 10.896. The Dow hasn't
traded above that level since
September 2008.
Many analysts predict the

economy slowed in the first
three months of this year after
logging a big growth spurt thc

clidThe
°f "
2econo
)9- my will expand at
a 2.5 percent to 3 percent pace in
the January-te-March quarter,
analysts predict. That's roughly
half the 5.6 percent pace seen in
the final quarter of last year.
In normal times, growth in
the 3 percent range would be
considered respectable. But the
nation is emerging from the
worst recession since the 1930s
Sizzling growth in the 5 percent range would be needed for
an entire year to drive down the
unemployment rate, now 9.7
percent, by just 1 percentage
point.
Unlike past recoveries. where
consumer spending led the way.
this one
hinging more on the
spending of bu.sinesses and foreigners.
High unemployment, sluggish wage gains, hard-to-get
credit and record-high homc
foreclosures are all expected to
deter consunier.from going on a
spending spree
one of the
main reasons why the pace of

thc res.osery will be more s
dued than in the past.
With spending outpaci
income growth. Americans' say-,
ings dipped in February.
Amcncans saved 3.1 percenti
of their disposable income,:
down from 3.4 percent 01
January. It was thc lowest read-•
in?, Oft the savings rate since;
Cctober 2008 and suggested that:
people have more of an appetite;
to spend.
Consumers increased their:
spending on "nondurable"1
goods. such as food and cloth-,
ing. by 0.7 percent in February.
That was down from a
percent increase in Janu
They boosted spending on semi
ices by 0.3 pen:ent. up from al
0.2 percent rise in January. • „;
But they cut spending ,-;11..
"durable" goods, such as c
and appliances, by (1.4 perce
not as deep as the 1.4 perc
reduction in January.
Consumer spending accou
for Ilse single-biggest slice or.
overall economic activity. Tharp;
why it is so closely watched ng
investors and economists.

Insurance industry to fix childrens coverage

WASHINGTON (AP) - If
you can't beat them,join them
After nearly a year battling
President Barack Obama and
congressional Democrats over
the health Cafe overhaul, the
insurance industry says it won't
block the administration's
efforts to fix a potentially
embarrassing glitch in the new
law.
In a letter to Health and
Human Services Secretary
Kathleen Sebelius, the industry's top lobbyist said Monday
insurers will accept new regulations to dispel uncertainty over a
much-publicized guarantee that
children with medical problems
can get coverage starting this
year.
Quick resolution of the
doubts was a win for Obama and a sign that the industry has
no stomach for another war of

words with a president who deftly used double-digit rate hikes
by the companies to revive his
sweeping health care legislation
from near collapse in Congress.
"Health plans recognize the
significant hardship that a family fac.es when they are unable to
obtain coverage for a child with
a pre-existing condition," Karen
Ignagni. president of America's
Health Insurance Plans, said in a
letter to Sebelius.
Ignagni said that the industry
will "fully comply" with the regulations. expected within weeks.
The industry still has plenty
of other objections to the new
health care law, including concerns that it will raise premiums
and skepticism that it will
achieve its stated aim of covering 95 percent of eligible
Americans. On coverage for
kids, however. there will be no

quibbling. Ignagm's letter to the
administration followed a stemly
worded missive from
Sebelius to the industry earlier
in the day.
The administration's top
health care official forcefully
tried to put an end to questions
about the law's intent and wording. "Health insurance reform is
designed to prevent any child
from being denied coverage
because he or she has a preexisting condition," Sebelius
wrote to lgnagni.
"Now is not the time to
search Mr nonexistent loopholes
that preserve a broken system."
Sebelius specified that a child
with a pre-existing medical
problem may not be denied
access to parents' coverage
under the new law. Furthermore.
insurers will not be able to
insure a child hut exclude treat

ol

gapl

ments for a particular medical
pmblem. "The term 'pre-exist-!
ing condition exclusion' applith)
to both a child•s access to a plan
and his or her benefits once he
or she is in the plan," Sebelius
wrote.
Pa
.‘
The ncw protections will be
available starting in September,
she said. 'The line pnnt of the.
law was less than completely
clear on whether kids with,
health problems were guaran;
teed coverage starting this year.
- as Ohama had repeatedly'
claimed in extolling the legislatitan that he signed last week. • "
If the problem had persisted,'
some parents and their childrenmay have had to wait a long,
time for coverage. The !awl
broad ban on denying coverage
to any person on account of a
health condition doesn't take
effect until 2014.

GOP wants money
back from sex club
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Republican National Committee
spent $1,946 last month at a sexthemed Hollywood club that
features topless dancers and
bondage outfits. Now the GOP
wants its money back.
Listed in a monthly financial
report the amount is itemized as
expenses for meals at Voyeur
West Hollywood.
RNC spokesman Doug Heye
said Monday the committee
doesn't know the details of how
the money was spent. all who
may have attended or the nature
of the outing, except to say it
was an unauthonzed event and
that the expenditure was mappropnate. The RNC will be
reimbursed by Erik Brown of
()range, Calif.. the donor-vendor
who billed the committee for the
dub visit. Heye said.
Brown did not respond to an
e-mail and phone message seeking comment. The transaction
was first reported by the Daily
Caller. Since November. the
RN(' has paid Brown's compa-

ny, DynamiL Marketing Inc..
about $19,0(10 for pnnting and
direct-mail services. campaign
spending reports show. He has
contributed several thousand
dollars to the party. The most
recent financial disclosure
report said the RNC spent more
than .$17.(XX) for pnvate planes
in February and nearly $13.(XX)
for car services. Heye said such
services are used only when
needed. The $1,946 for meals at
Voyeur West Hollywcxxi was thc
most eye-catching item in the
monthly report. RNC Chairman
Michael Steele, whose spending
decisions have angered some
donors an this midterm election
year, had nothing to do with the
nightclub expenditure, Heye
said. The conservative group
Concemed Women for Amenca
said the RNC should disclose
more about thc episode.
"Did they really agree to
reimburse nearly $2.000 for a
bondage-themed night club?"
group president Penny Nance
asked in a statement.
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Voting
Photo provIde0
HONORED: Pictured are the Students of the Month
recently recognized for North Calloway
Elementary, selected on their caring character. Picture
d, front to back, are: Conner Timmons,
Gabriel Carson, Courtney Alexander, ShonnaRose Todd,
Dylan Damell. Ethan Eckert, Joshua
Darnell, Matthew Rogers, Emily Tumer, Olivia Duncan
, Flor Villeda, Hailey Robinson, Colby
Landrum, Briely Scott, Dustin McGhee, Gabe Walker, Kinlee
Hobbs, Sydney Kelso, Jorge
Villeda, Ty Stom, Austin Newman, Kaylee Lax and Trevor
Jones. Not pictured are Emily Brunn
and Tori Black.

Voting fc
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7:15 a.m. to.
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PROGRAM PRESENTED: Murray Elementary School
students and Arts and Humanities
teachers celebrated the arts vvith a program, "Spring Into
the Arts" on Friday, March 12. The
P3 group performed songs, explained the African
masks project they completed in Mrs.
Mullin's art class and performed All About Shakespeare. The perfor
mance was coordinated by
the arts teachers: Kim Black, Michael Conley, Tina Dunn. Tina
Mullins and Liz Wilson.

Angel /

An Angel
for a family.,
Family Resoi

Chloe Zimmerer chosen as the Murray High School January Rot
ary Student of the Month
Special to the Ledger
tion of the Mission a hilt:
t_ enter. ISS

Chloe Zimmerer. a Murray
High School senior who was
recently' selected by her classtrtates as the 2010 "Most Likely
to Succeed" senior female. was
also selected by MHS faculty
members as the January Rotary
Student of the Month.
A 2009 International Space
School recipient, Zimmerer
most recently' traveled to the
Houston, Texas where she
attended this two-week summer
space academic teaming initiative. Zimmerer and Paul Gong.
MHS senior. represented MHS
as the only U.S. high sch()ol for
the seventh year in a row.
Affiliated with NASA's
Lyndon B. Johnson Space

ite, one

U.S.

high school along with 34 students from 18 other countries to
participate
each
summer.
Zimmerer joined students frorn
countries that included Canada,
Mexico. Chile, Bolivia, South
Africa, Namibia, Italy, France,
Germany, England, Russia and
India.
While there. the participant's
daily activities involved working with civil and contractor
aerospace professionals to provide needs-bast-I instruction in
topics relevant to designing a
"Manned Mission to Mars,"
assignment. Divided into four
teams. each team designated by
a colored uniform. is resp6nsible
for a specific and integrated por-

attend

ing the school.
Robert Alexander, a shuttle
robotics
engineer
with
MacDonald Dettwiler and
Associates and ISS board member, assists the ISS board of
directors with a panel of distinguished aerospace professionals
by serving as an advisor in
strategically locating the schools
represented at ISS. Murray's
diversity, along with their science and math test rankings.
helped in being chosen as the
U.S. representative seven years
ago. "Murray's location, little
exposure and a diverse cotnmunity, were among the criteria
that aided in the decisive factor." he said. 'The fact that the

school system had v.oit ituinei'ous awards and applause for
achievement was also a main
factor that was appealing to our
llnited States representative."
Enrolled in six Advanced'
Placement
(AP) classes,
Calculus. English. Biology,
Government, Politics and
European History and Spanish.
Zinunerer hopes to garner scholatships to accumulate enough
funds to attend the college of her
choice. "Of which I can contribute both academically arid on
campus."
Also a 2009 Kentucky
Governor Scholar Program
graduate, Zimmerer is a first
place in the District Governor's
Cup
written
assessment

Language Arts portion. "Chloe
is passionate abut learning and
understanding," said Debbie
Burgess, MHS Spanish instructor.
A member of the MHS Cross
Country Team, Zimmerer is a
2008-2009 Cross Country State
Championship qualifier. She
also attended the Murray State
University Gifted and Talented
Exchange
Program
to
Valladolid. Spain, in 2008.
A Key Club, Beta Club and
Spanish
Club
member,
Zimmerer also participates on
the Chemistry Team. Physics
Tcam and History Team.
Zimmerer is the daughter of
Mary Beth and Ed Zimmerer,
Dexter, Ky.
CHLOE ZIMMERER
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Deadline for Murray in Motion
Fitness Festival/Baby Expo is today

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Puckett
inducted
in honor
society

Murray in Motion Fitnes,s Festival/Baby
Expo w ill be Saturday, April 17. from 9 to
11:30 a.m. at the Murray State University
Regional Special Events Center. Booth space
is limited and is only $25 for businesses and
no charge for non-profit places. This will be a
great time to give out information concerning
health. safety and wellness issues.
The deadline to sign up for a booth is
today. Tuesday. N1a rc h 30. For more information,
michellehansencalloway.schools.us or call
the Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Murray
High School graduate Robert
(Bobby) Puckett has been
inducted into
Alpha Lambda
Delta Honor ..r
Society. He is
second
semester freshman
at .•
Transylvania :;
University in
Lexington.
Puckett
In addition
Puckett plays for the Transy
men's soccer team who won
their conference and went to the
elite eight of NCAA Division III
men's soccer this past fall. The
men's soccer team has been to
the NCAA tourney five out of
the last six years.
Puckett is also associated with
Delta Sigma Phi social fraternity
which
garnered
the
"Academic Excellence award"
(Highest Greek GPA) on
Transylvania campus 2009 and
won the the "Excellence in
Service award" at Greek awards
for 2009. In addition they were
awarded Chapter of the year for
2009.
Puckett is the son of Gerry
and Lisa Puckett of Murray.
Alpha Lambda Delta (ALD)
is an honor society for students
who have maintained a 3.5 or
higher GPA and are in the top
20 percent of their class during
the first year of Higher
Education. Alpha Lambda Delta
was founded in 1924 and has
been a active member of the
a.ssociation of honor societies
since 1925. It became a coeducational in 1976.

Painting workshop planned

Mary Fuhrman will conduct a Beginning Oil
Painting Workshop on Friday. April 9, from 6 to 9 p.m.
and
Saturday, April 10, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Murray Art
Guild.
located on North 4th Street. Murray.'The workshop will focus
on the
basic materials and techniques of oil painting. This is a geat
opportunity for beginners or a good refresher for others. There is
a small
supply list and for additional information and registration call
7534059 or e-mail murrayartguilckc.rmurray-ky.net.
Photo proveded
FUNDRAISER: Members of Murray Woman's Club Music Departm
ent Relay for Life Team
participating in their successful fundraiser for Amehcan Cancer
Society's Relay for Life last
year have scheduled the team's annual Bake Sale for Relay for Life
on Saturday, April 3, from
8 a.m. to noon in front of Murray's Kroger store. Pictured, from left,
are Tracey VVortham, Rene'
Brittain, Kay Ray and Martha Joiner. The team invites the communi
ty to attend.

Voting for Parent Rep Wednesday
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Voting for the Calloway parent representatis e for
the
Superintendent Search Committee will take place Wednesday
from
7:15 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Ballots will be available at the offices of
East.
Southwest, North, CCMS and CCHS at the designated times.
Only
parents or guardians who have children in the Calloway School
system are eligible to vote and can vote only one time. For more infor!nation call 762-7300.

April hours and events scheduled
at The National Quilt Museum

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert has been issued for an electric washing machine
for a family. Anyone having one to donate call the Calloway County
Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

Reception for Karen Paul today

Karen Paul, receptionist at the Calloway County Board
of
E.ducation Office, is retiring at the end of March. She also served as
secretary at Calloway County High School for several years before
joining the Central Office in 1999. A reception in her honor will be
held today (Tuesday) from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the board meeting
room. Everyone is encouraged to drop in for the event. Although
there is no formal program, a basket will be provided for cards and
a registry/memory book will be available for personal notes and
signatures.

Board meeting scheduled
A special called meeting of the Murray Electric Plant Board will
be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the Carroll Conference room at 205
North 4th St., Murray. The purpose of the meeting is to consider
bids for a 15 KV circuit breaker.

Public Retirees will meet
Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will meet
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn. Paducah. for a combined luncheon and business meeting. All retirees of the Kentucky Retireme
nt
System Mallard, Calloway. Carlisle, Fulrgn. Hickman, Graves,
Marshall, McCracken) and the Kentucky State Police Retireme
nt
System are encouraged to attend. For information call 1-270-89
87289 or 1-270-527-9531.

Bingo planned Tuesday

Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo tonight (Tuesday) at
6:30
p.m. at the KC hall on Squile Road. Murray. The public is
invited.

Murray Singles will meet

Murray Singles will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library For more informat
ion
call Pat at 489-2909.

Murray Elementary plans election

Murray Elementary School will have its Sight Based Decision
Making parent election in the front office today through Thursday
from 8 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. daily. Nonainees are Jamie Rogers, Stacy
Bell and Huong Kelly. Any parent, stepparent, foster parent and/or
legal guardian of a student attending Murray Elementary School
may vote. The child must be a Pl. P2, P3, or P4 student for the
2010-2011 school year. Two parents will be elected to serve.
No
absentee ballots will be accepted. Also the election will be open
during Kindergarten registration on Tuesday from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.

Murray Bank plan.s trip
The Murray Bank Good Life is planning a trip to the Southern
Women's Show in Nashville, Tenn.. Thursday. April 8. A few seats
are still available. If you are interested in going contact Brenda
Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@themurraybank.com.

Lady Lakers plan clinic today

The 2010 Calloway County Lady Laker Softball Skills Clinic for
girls, Kindergarten through 6th grade, will be today (Tuesday)from
5:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the Lady Laker softball field under the direction
of Troy Webb, head coach. Eddie Morris, assistant coach. and their
staff. Varsity Lady Laker softball players will also be on hand to
help demonstrate skill fundamentals. The cost will be $25 with
checks to be payable to CCHS Softball. Each camper will receive a
camp T-shirt. Campers should bring a glove and bat and wear comfortable clothes and tennis shoes or cleats. For more information
contact
Webb
at
293-3623
or
e-mail
to
Troy.Webb@Calloway.kyschools.us

PADUCAH,
Ky.
—
Participate in one of the area's
•:ignature events by visiting The
National Quilt Museum during
the week of the 2010 American
Quilter's Society Quilt Show &
Contest. The museum will be
open extended hours to allow
more time to view quilts and
meander through the extensive
Museum Shop:
The hours are Sunday,
Monday and Tuesday, April 18,
19 and 20 from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.; Wednesday and Thursday,
April 21 and 22 from 8 a.m. to
6 p.m.:
Friday, April 23,from 8 a.m.
to 7 p.m.; Saturday. April 24,
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
Sunday, April 25, from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
In honor of the AQS Show
and Contest, all museum visitors
will be charged the discounted
admission rate of $8 from
Wednesday. April 21, to Sunday.
April 25. Before and after these
dates, the museum will be open
regular hours for April to
October: Monday through
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m.
The
Museum's Annual
Benefit Auctions will be
Vv'ednesday. April 21, and
Friday, April 23. The SILENT
AUCTION will be from 10 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday and
9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on Thursday
in the First Floor Convention
Center Hallway. Different items
including fabrics, notions. textile items and quilts will be
available each day.
The Live Auction will be
Thursday from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
at the Carson Center. There is no
admission to attend this event at
which quilts and a wide range of
other items will be sold. This is
the premier event to find the
perfect quilt for any location and
any occasion. Prior to the Live
Auction will be the newly added
Preview Party! Meet friends at
ATTENTION:
Anyone needing personal care or
assistance with a loved one and
feeling overwhelmed. We invite
you to call Karen or Tainra at

firijarraceof murray

the Ciu-son Center's Lobby to
enjoy wine. soft drinks and hors
d'doeuvres before previewing
the auction items. Tickets fol.the
Preview Party can be bought at
the door and are $10 for wine
and $8 for soft drinks.
A trip to Paducah is not complete without visiting the museum to see more than 150 stunning quilts! Exhibits during the
2010 AQS Show include contemporary art and traditional
quilts as well as antique quilts
and miniatures. Revisit favorite
past winners of the Paducah
AQS Show in the Museum's
Collection of Quilts! Other
exhibits include:
Imagine Hope - Worldwide
issues have overwhelmed Hollis
Chatelain's dreams and manifested themselves in her art.
Imagine Hope seeks to open
eyes and hearts through the
impact of twelve of her quilts,
including new and past pieces.
Photographs will accompany
the textilc art to bring more
exposure to the issues portrayed
in this exhibit.
The public can participate in
this inspirational movement
during an opening reception on
Tuesday, April 20 from 3 to 5
p.m. Chateiain will speak at
3:30 p.m. and follow with tours
of the exhibit. The reception is
free, and attendees will receive
the discounted senior rate of $8
to experience the guided tours
by Chatelain. She will also be
answering questions in the
exhibit throughout the day on

1

Did you know that under Obamacare there will
be 16,000 new IRS police to harass the small
business folk in America?
* They will penalize with fines or punish anyone
who refuses to capitulate to governmental tyrani ity! The All Seeing Eye of Big Government is
ti watching YOU! George Orwell warned us in his
ili hook j_914E Should we, change the date now, to
1 2010 in America???
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753-7109
and let us help you with both the
care and the financial assi,aance
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1550 looms Dr.• N•xt to August Moon

v4Gcc & Bnan Aoarrs
Krona &JR Barnes
Janne & Jai 8eil
JeiSitli Nord &Nathan PAInniro
Elisabeth &Jacob Bryan
Kelly &Corey Cassity
Meson Crouse & Brelt Roberts
kren Cot &
Lere46
,
• rretny & Luis :.iittlerco
Vier & %zit Crld
& Wheel Das
&
Darnell
&Dernd Dorms
Elyse &Jane Elluns
Michelle &:tee Foy
Susan& Luke Era, e.
& Aran Sarlart
Undsey & Brandon 4.ioses
SG% & Shane Harper
Ernly & • Hearn
Molicint & Troy Lee%
Trocke & 'ince lacy
JernIer & Ryan McCafferty
Heather & Shane *Guyer
Vanessa & Chris McNeely
Rhorria &Darren Mays
Janne &:osh )wens
Inttany &Kelly Nerbey
Bndigette & ticaas Rassafiurne
<el & )heips
•
,2 " Doyfer
Y,fro,'1 m.c,eel Reed
•
Holly &Dad Rushing
•
BreAnne &Keith Rurales
Amy &Jon Saalwaechter
Taylor Singer/ &Keen Thomas
Amy &Tobe Spain
Chnshne &
Taylar
Kersten & Chad Tibbs
Elesha & Kenn Wi^r

•
•

10.50°/0 OFF STOREWIDEN
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ge•ar
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—The Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway
(The Tea Party Movement)
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Dear Calloway Taxpayers:
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Tuesday and Wednesday.
New Quilts from an Old
Favorite: Sunflower - The museum's annual international contest challenges today's quitters
to look at quilting's heritage and
interpret a classic block through
their own artistry. The 2010 contest exhibit brings back the
Sunflower block, one of the
many flowers interpreted by
19th century quiltmakers.
A book signing will be held
on Friday from 10 a.m. to noon
featuring the Sunflower finalists
signing the contest and exhibit
book in the museum's gailery
featuring their quilts on. Free
with purchase of the book.
Golden Oldies: Antique
Sunflower Quilts - These
antique quilts will captivate you
and show where ideas for
today's quilts are born.
Miniature Quilt Collection This collection of tiny to-scale
quilts continues to delight with
not just their size but with their
workmanship and visual impact.
You will see why -Oh, Wow!" is
the first reaction to these small
jewels of the quilt world.
Designated as The National
Quilt Museum of the United
States, this non-profit institution
is located in downtown
Paducah. 'The museum is open
year-round Monday through
Saturday, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. CST
and also open on Sunday 1 to 5
p.m. from April to October. The
facility is ADA compliant. Visit
the exhibits and events calendar
NationalQuiltMuseum.org.

400 Main St.• Murray, KY •270-767-0007
112 E. Washington 5t.• F'arie, TN •'731-642-7535

a

209 S. 12th St.• Marra%
753-75.44
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Advertisers are requester] to check
the first inserbon ol their ads for any
error Murray Ledge,& Times will be
responsible for only one inccrrect
inserbon Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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nt 2nd Run
40% Discou 3rd Run.
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Smart Saver
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

56.25 First Day - 20 words or less
- Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:5
.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon.
Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
PI° pubhsher iraintAtos the
r,ohi to reit, t
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Wed 1p.m

Friday
Saturday
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified
Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill
Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell
Ave. — Office
Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax: 753-1927
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,
The following estate t.do
coley appointments have
been made in the
Calloway Distract Court
All claims against these
appointments should be
filed with the clerk and
the fiduciairy within slx
months of the date Aqua!
trication
Eatate of: William Is
Rogers. 631 Lakewaj
Murray, Ky 42071
10.P-67. Fiduciary: Ruth
B Rogers; 631 Lakewaj
Ilr Murray. Ky 42071
Attorney:Warren
Hopkins; 406 B Maple St
Murray. Ky 42071
Appointed:3-22-2010
Estate of: Dan E. Ross.
308 Almasille Rd,
Smyrna TN 371h7
10-P-61; Fidueiars
Rubs V, Ekes, 308
Almaville Ftd. Smyrna.
TN 37167; Attornes•
Warren Hopkins;
405 B Maple St;
Murray. Ky 42071,
Appointed:3-17-2010
Estate of: Richard F
Duke; 4188 New
Providence Rd; Hazel_ Ks
42049; 10-P-62;
Fiduciary: Lerma Costley
11621 ST. RT. 94 East:
Murray, Ky 42071
Attorney Warren
Hopkins. 406 B Maile St.
Murray, Ky 42071
Appotnted:3-17-2010
Estate• Roy T. Steele
80 Steele Lane; Almo, Ky
42020. 10-P-45
FItturiar

1.1nda Steeie.

Pa Steele Lane,
Almo, Ky 42020
Attorney Warren
Hopkins,
405 B Maple St.
MuiTay, Ky 42071
Appointed:3-10-2010

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
575.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
NM.FL X1-110
. Eh er'75 ,sty
lo
clioose from
skit our xi chisitc:
%%Jim los
'liercolor.com
753-403K
NOTICE
Advertisers are
rrequeste to check
the first insertion of
their ad tor any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
Incorrect insertion.
Any error shout° rie
reported Immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledgar &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Atthough
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Ternes nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
TURKEY
HUNTERS
if ASt

Estate of:
Alta May Musch
626 Ellis Dr.
Murray, Ky 42071
10-P-12; Fiducaiary
Karlene Hildebrand
719 Riley Ct.
Murray, Ky 42071
Attorney: Steve Vidmer:
309A
North 4th St.
Murray. Ky 42071
• Appointed: 3-22-2010

NOTICE

All Ilna ads
placed In our
NON-SMOKING
female seeking roommate. Furnished 2BR
apt in Murray. Utilities,
wid, cable included,
5350/rno plus deposit.
731-642-0210

paper are posead
on our wabalta
for free!
sc•sona=t1

44:0-into
Savings!
subscribe to the

Ilt:FtRAY

LEDGEli& rfIllES
I Home Delivery
Local Mall
I
I 3 mo. ......
lCntosvey ,
3 mo...—.--$35.00 I
I 6
I 1 yr.
—3105.00 6 mo....-.---$63.00
1 yr. --..--$110.00
reue.e.e

Bweenaro

I 3 mo.----570.50
6 mo.--.--$90.00
1 yr..--....5120.00
Check

'HURRAY, NV

ROCHESTER,VII

akina applleatIontIc

Money Order

Visa

MX

Name
I St. Address_
I .
City

1
1
Zip

Sta
Dayt
teime Ph
Mail this coupon vnth payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
call (2701753-1916
a

(270)753-1713

Eam up to 41pm.
Health Ins./ Retirement Plan

CHILDCARE center
seeking Infant Teacher
with CDA or higher
Full time with benefits.
Please apply in person
at 1406 Suite ft North
12th St , Murray

Paid Holidays & Qd. Safety Bonus
AISO Seeking Part tirne driverS

Masa call 270-759-5540

HOUSE & Office
cleaning. References.
293-3253

Brrtthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position. We also offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be license
d
in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Brett-avail of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
ECE(AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

0,0

JOIN TIM TEAM!

Aft.

Lost sea Reed

Landscapes. Mc

JUST give US a call,
well be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'CRUS6 we all have
Furry or Feathered
FrIends Here at the
Ledger & Times

BORED??? Join Meu
Mio's Cajun & Seafood
Flestaurants `Mardi
Gras" Pans Landing
Team. Now interviewing manager experienced full service
casual dining (corporate background preferred) E-mail resume
to:
mburg03990charter net
or fax 731-968-0399.
CO-TEAM driver to
drive with 1 person.
Male or female.
270-924-9933.

DLSCLAIMER
When acsessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
mumeyledger.com.
you will be redirected
to aknetwork com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website. 004 all listings
on the jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regardiag
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

4PC Queen bedroom
suite $300 obo
489-6126.
COASTEA Cherry
table With four chairs,
white trim. Size
36x58m. Call
759-9216.

CHILDCAFIE openings
daytime, after-school
References, reasonable rates, daily preschool activities, well
balanced meals
270-226-0205.
270-349-0133

Monday thru
Friday
10 a.m.-4 p.m.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping M rray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7 OOPM.
No phone calls.

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
6
1 yr.....---..$145.00

LARGE ,
SELECTION
um.° APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 E South 17th St.,

Full time over the roa0 drivers with a
Class A CDL. Home every 1-2 weeks.
Must have a good MVR.

hlalolenanoe

opening
(Jowled applicant must
ful! time

have sate dnving history.
pass drug sc.een and

NOW
pre-enrolling
children ages 0-5 yrs.
at Chnstian childcare
center, located at 810
Whitnell
by
Neon
260
Beach. Full-time child
care rates $110tweek. [Mobile Home Lots For Salel
Part-time rate $23/day.
767-1177. Come grow
LOT $8,500. 753-6012
with us.
Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleanea top to
bottom') Give
Me a call
731-336-3891.

1984 14x70
Buccaneer 2BR. 213A
CNA, great condition
510,000. Located.
Coach Estates C-2
270-227-1485.
1994
Fleetw uoc:
70x14, front & back
deck. Electric a/c, gas
heat. Appliances must
be moved. $8,500.
270-703-0435.

background check

512 5. 4th St.
JOIN THE

TEAM!

an 'capes, ne.
Part-ttme office assistant Flexible hours
(270) 293-9781
(270)436-2626

HAIRDRESSERS
needed. Welt estatfished. high traffic
salon Booth rental.
Murray, KY.
270-227-9319

GIenDi

Call 753-1916

Effective Aprii 1, 2010, Murray Electric System
begin paying the current highest local interest will
ratethat can be obtained on a 12 to 13 month certific
ate
of deposit on all security deposits currently
posted
This interest will change annually on April 1,
to
reflect current interest

Rest of Ki'rrT0
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Strong organ.zational
skills 8, expenence vi,fn

qteckboolis, microsoft
office a must
Send resume to
51 2 S. 4th St.
REVVARDING Career
Opportunity.
Immediate openings.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated. hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring
resume to: Fleming
Fumiture. 3060 Hwy.
641N., Murray, KY
42071 or email to murrayeflemingfumiture.c
om
SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS,a local manufacturer of electronic
scoreboards, is seeking an individual with
diversified qualifications for the full time
position of Customer
Ser v ic e
Representative.
The successful cande
aate will have call center experience, be
computer savvy, posse
excellent communication skills and will be
able to multi-task while
responding to our customers' needs in a professional manner.

Qualifications include a
minimum of 1-2 years
expenence in a customer service role.
ability to document
calls, resolve customer
issues
and
enter
orders with high attention to detail.

FULL-TIME maintenance position opening
with benefits. 58.75
per hour. non-negotiable. Must be able to
bend, stoop. and !it at
ieast
50
lbs.
Knowledge of electriSporlable Scoreboards
cal. plumbing, and light
is a solid. growing
carpentry
required. company that offers
Previous maintenance
competitive wages and
experience preferred
benefits. Please apply
Hilldale Apartments
at:
106 Max Hurt
64 Hilldale Lane #301
Drive, Murray KY
Hardin, KY 42048
42071 or email resume
Phone (270)437-4113
to: recrurtingescoreEOE
boardl com

MOM COMPUTERS
Service Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want!o Buy
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections_
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 121e
Murray.
Chest freezer
753-6567

SPECIAL!!!
This lx1.5
could be yours
for ONLY $85
per month.
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

150
Articles
For SAM
GOLF carts gas &
electric 293-6430
REX'S Worm Farm
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)436-2189
Wax Worms
250- cup $8.00
Night Crawlers
$2.00 dozen
Meal Worms
1,000 $15.00
Red Worms
40 cup $3.00

••••••

I

Mobil Homes For Rent

3BR 270-227-8802
NEWLY
remodeled
2BR, $295 No cats.
753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753-9866

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets.
$270/mo. 767-9037
1BR next to MSU,
laundry on site, small
pet, $300/mo.
270-356-0459.
1BR, price reduced,
yahoos locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2BR apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid, no pets,
$300/mo. 767-9037
2BR near MSU, appliances furnished.
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR, 2BA, no pets
$700/mo
+
$700
deposit. 293-5423
3BR, 2BA, very nice.
1800 Valley Dr.
$700/mo. 753-5344.
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

4BR. C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
'53-9898.

1SBAG 133
=1
8z, BU
NG

JUST ARRIVED

Spring & Summer
.•
Handbags & Jewelry •
"All New Italian"
",•
Fashion Sunglasses
Select Items 20'4,
Booth e66

Trends St Treasures Mall
(Old Uncle Jeff's Building)
•
•
•
•
•

Trai

Calloway Garden

Essex Doy.-1,.

MINI

Apartments
1505 Diuguld Onve
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two
Bcdroom Apartments
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext 283 6
.
Equal °anatomy
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage All appliances
including washer.
dryer, and dishwasher.
$510/mo. 759-5885 or
293-7085.
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/11/A, W&D.
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696.
293-4600
NICE, 1BR, wid.
smoke free no pets, 1
yr lease $350/mo
226-8006
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
II ilblalf ii.1 Inii els
,t

11: 11
011.:1
MJ" I I k:

111(1

111 s-

SMORAGE
BONI
All Size Units • Climate Cont
247 Surveillance • Electricity
B12 Whitneft

753-31353
Storage Rentals

Livestock & Supplies

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
).1,‘

\

Num'sit-mit:Iota:
tAkawd behind

LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
all
times.
Alfalfa,
mixes, grass mixes.
Square and round
bales. Some wrapped
High protein, TDN.
Students & truckers
welcome.
270-7538848 before 9:00pm

Mona, Ledger It limes fair
/Lousing Ad Notice

I lOs .'s (in Ni.11111
k.o.

.5tiitclil.dis,

'
— ik.753-29(15

720 S. 4711 ,S'T.
caner of 12i s & (Jewish.
IOXIO 525 10x15
1270; 436-2524
(270i 293-6906
- PREMIER— —
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

.411 real estate adverhsed hen-in
lo the Federal Fair
Ati, sleds males it
diegal to acisertew any prefer
slice. limitation a desnrninabon bass( on ram aslor
handsap.
stah., or national origin. Of intwlnon to make any suds Freferlunnatnen
diwrimma:
hoe
Mate 1.n., ortmd disinminahon
ln !he sale. •ental or ads emung
t real mstate0a.ed on rectors in
addItton to those' protected
under federal la.
Vfe will knowingly apept

ads ertisim for real estale which
Isnot in Mahal of die law. All
persons are lieeeb$ informed
that all dwellings advertised are
availaNe on an equal opportu-

7-Ce I
Nice Old
Barnyard
Chairs•S
Dressing
• Pots Pa
• Refrigeri
CC

THE

COM

940 W
May
Plan T

tOtTS
le You Missal
"FRAC
BA
TRU
NAY EQU
PLAN'
AMPLER

BRING Y01.11

F

1:
8 00 A IN

ler
We anti Aim

PlniS1 Sia

nsty Kra,

lor hother asrastance With Far
Housing Advertising mquire',lents, cornett NAA Counsel
miLuic(701 ele-1000.

I
ommercial Prop.
.0•1•0
1BR on KY lake Den.
For Sale
sunporch, deck. 2 car
garage, stove, refnger- CHURCH building,
ator, w/d, C/H/A. $300 pews and pulpa on
deposit,
$450/mo, approximately, 1 acre
1+ Acre lot. Corner
Cats
OK.
354 of ground, Murray,
Haskins Lane & 121
Driftwood Ln., Murray, KY.
North. 1 mile no.
KY 42071
Call (800) 542-2827.
Coldwater. $8,500.00
436-5459
or cell (931) 279-1267. OBO. Call 753-0621
Good" to "Fair" condi3BR, 1BA, W&D
Builders
Special!!
tionincluded. $65CVmo,
Oversized
Lot's
Ready to use!
$650rdep. 603
$25,000
Location:
Sycamore. 3BR, IBA,
Wiswell at King next to
1710 Farmer Ave.
Saratoga Sphngs.
$750/mo, $750/dep.
Financing Available.
(270)293-4600
AKC Dachshund pup
Call 227-8393
(270)293-3710
pies black & tan 6
WOODED lot in
weeks old. 1st shots & Campbe
FOR rent or sale. 3BR
ll Estates.
wormed.
1.5BA, very nice, appliPictures 1414 Oakhill Dr.,
available by e-mail. 145x175,
ance furnished.
quiet cul-deLocated near Paris. sac. Call
753-2506.
978-0876 or
TN.
$200.
FOR Sale or Lease:
759-5469
3BR 2 Bath lakefront 731-247-3727.
property with dock. 2 AKC registered
Acreage
Doberman Pinscher
1/2 car garage.
puppies 9 wks. old,
270-873-7826
BY OWNER- 4.5 acres
tales cut, dewclawed
HOUSE with garage
on prestigious Oaks
Male-$400, Femalefor rent in Hazel. KY,
Country Club Road.
S350. Shots &
must have references.
$70.000.
wormed.
$450 month + $450
270-435-4001
731-336-7848
security.
(270)978-7441
BORDER Collie pupHanes For SIN
pies, born 1/12/10,
SMALL 2BR, applidewormed,
ances fumished, $395 ABCA.
rent & utilities. $395 shots, farm raised. 2,100 sq. ft. 4BR
2.5BA, screened
deposit. lyr lease, no 270-988-3564
porch, 2 car attached
DOBERMAN Pinscher
pets. 270-753-6156.
AKC 6-male, 6-female. garage on 2 acres. 5
minutes from Murray.
ready in 5wks.
Call 270-853-1999.
270-753-0531.
DOG Obedience.
2009 brick home.
A&F Warehousing
(270)436-2858.
2,100 sq.ft. living
Near MSU $20-50
RAT Terrier puppies, space.
753 7668
small to medium, will 3BR, 2BA 1 + acre,
be six to ten lbs. Ready double garage, sunMinistoragc
now. $75 each.
room, hilltop view. 1/2
All sizes to
mile to Murray. City
270-753-2293.
fit vour iiteds
ROTTWEILERS AKC water & gas. By owner
Located by
bom 2/05/10 Males $144.000.
Froggi radie station
and females, shots, 270-519-8570
753-8159 759-9854
wormed, tails docked. 2BR, 1BA,
206 Walnut
dew claws removed. St. 731-58
4-8050.
G&C
Excellent size, colors.
3BR, 2.5BA on 1 acre,
STORAGE and
Parents on-site.
2,800 sq.h. Has new
PROPANE
753-0300
roof,
119 E. Main
large
deck,
SHIH-TZU
puppies
fenced in back yard, 2
(270) 753-6266
AKC, CKC. shots
Cell: (270) 293-4183
out
buildin
gs. Near
wormed. $300 2709 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
Midway on 641 S.
251-0310 evenings
$158,000. 293-8283.
753-2556.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
$30.00 3 months- carrier
delivery 753-1916

.< Jan

SAT. Al
At T

Busifk:"
k sills:14bn

Great Ca

15% Dover

BRICK DUI
unit 2 bedro
newer HVA(
Northwood
MSU on un
route, $115,
970-435-401
IMMACULA
home, coil
throughout
unit, roof,
hardwood
throughout,
detached g
large lots.
753-91387
LARGE hor
try with ac
85,6 BR,6
gym, play n
decks. patic
buildings, 2
good huntir
559-2032
\err!
(MI

Call us
be glad
Murray
T1
270-7
NEW horn(
BA, 2 CE
patio, catr
logs, conc
energy en
. tures. Re
available. 2
559-2032.

Redeem
RiverIkt
BG Real
Prate
293-

BEAUTIFUL bnck 4PLEX TOWNHOUSEEach unit 2 bedrooms
1.5-bath. 901
Southwood Dr. near
MSU. 270-435-4001

(270

& 'Times
Murray Ledger & Times
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G-OALE

AlLidICTI411:10144)

NO ININIASIINISII NO RESE
RVATIONS!!
, Sartanstery, Ajporil arc., At
1 MIX)
"*T7-r 1.-esPoo •Gcitty,rita Gr-c,fgpary EstatA-1101es"
D. stew-t IDe-liar
ee Sexiest,' (011 Militairr mut, It lir
, From Murray Along Hwy 641
South At Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Proceed South 1 5 Miles To Tom Taylor Trail,
Turn
Right And Proceed VVest 7 Miles!!
1
1759 Tom Taylor Trail, Murray, KY 42071

LINES
-Frill a.m.
-Fn.11

!MAW-41.Al AMCOR,IE.IS
in 4 Tracts AMR 1111•CORIbiglaRIOI
lle
A Nice Calloway County Setting

Farmland - Pasture - Trees - Hunting
.-----Homesites - A Cozy Country Home

-

.

r•li--',

VISA

•

A-SAP TREE

SERVICE

Tract 2 - 5.063 Acres 1
Horne Mtn &as Neat, Upstairs, Well •
Bents - BuNdinp - Lakes
' This Nem Has Been Euloyed By The
Grogan Fatuity For Marty Years!
Shown By Appointment!!

15% Dow. With a Minimum Deposit Of S3,00.000 Pia
Tract, Salaam hi XI Doss

9 Cont
eotricity

< jamesrcash.com For New Survey And Detailt
>Th Esc: Sow Afteer Thee Metal Este/A
ce
Nice Old Saddles • Harness • Dinner Bell • Garden
Tiller • Antique
Barnyard Implements And Collectibles • Yard Furniture •
Kitchen Table And
Chairs

vs.

53
roc) d Supplies
LY grown preay. Available at
mes.
Alfalfa,
grass mixes.
and round
iome wrapped
Protein. TDN.
Is & truckers
e.
270-753ifore 9:00pm

Reel Estate
Fair
ting AA Notice
Lie advertised hero
to the Federal Fa,
n hit+ mike. it
ad,,
,ti,
e NV, prefer
tailor, Of d0,1111111.1
edger

r1121C.

011 (At, aolOr.

tanullai .taonal origin, or infer,
anv mad+ prefer
fawns or tifscnnlina
4111.11C3r.

lorbid dncruninahon
rental or advertnang
te based on factors in
to fhkee proteLted
ra!
xouretshi. aLkept an,
for realestate whach
')Iation of the Law All
informed
.11ings &Overfeed an,
n an equal opportu-

aseastance
dvernsing
tact NAA
trn, 703

Mt Far
regime
Counsel
11111

=n
l

Mt=

*Foals

Pt. Corner
_ane & 121
nile no.
r. $8,500.00
1 753-0621

Special!'
Lot's
Location:
t King next to
Spnngs.
Available.
;393

lot in
Estates.
till Dr.,
luiet cul-de178-0876 or

114M

R- 4.5 acres
nous Oaks
::lub Road.

101

Fallen

. 4BR
ened
r attached

acres. 5
n Murray.
3-1999.
home.
living

1 + acre,
age, sunview. 1/2
irray. City
. By owner

'06 Walnut
8050.

on 1 acre,
Has new
) deck,
•;:k yard, 2

is. Near

641 S
!93-8283,

pnck 4HOUSEedrooms,

r near

i-4001

•Sofa • Side Chairs• End Tables •3 Piece Bedroom Suite
• Antique
Dressing Table • Side Tables• Antique Collectibles • Collectibl
e Glassware
• Pots, Pans, Krtchen Miscellaneous • Household Miscella
neous • Washer
• Refrigerator & More"
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!
!

aiLMES R. CAASH
/ 72,s- AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER .. i
FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
C FANCY
-THE SE-L1ING ivIACHIIVERC1
.1.74l.:11'1Z14IIII.1.144

490
tised Cart

(CONSIGNMENT AUCTION)
SAT. APRIL 10TH, AT 9:00 A.M.
0*.for 5 years on.
'2010 Yeas Corolla:
At The Fairgrounds
Matrix. Camry
940 W Housman St "Hwy 121N"
ftx .Hytindi Avalon
Mayfield, Kentucky
Flav4 Highlander.
Plan To Cornet Spand me. Day
Tundra
ff Only Happens Twice a Year..

100'S OF HEMS IMML BE IN MS MICRON
'if foe Dna 71As Nup hiret kalka-are a Amer 4.14
TRACTORS - ...ALILL_ SIZESII
BACKHOE-S - DOZERS
TIRUCIKS - TRAIIILIERS
HAT EQUIP - LAWN & GARDEN! EQUIP
PLANTING & TILLAGE EQUIP

IMPLEMENTS OF EVERY DESCRIMONII
BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT TO THE FAIRGP eUNDS
7-1-11./ Ft tii CIAO! C:11=4 IF Fe 1 or.o.se

Ends Aprit 5.
Toyota of IVIurray.
753-4961
SOO

Used Tracts

BAILEY S
LAWN CARE &
OIRT SERVICE
/ 11;34

•Large Tree
Removal •Trirnming
•Stump Gnnding
•Hangers
Servicing Benton.
Hardin & Murray

(270)530-0030
(270)252-4111
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs, workers comp
insured.
227-2617.

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer. back hoe. and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credn cards accepted

978-0404

-

(270)293-3161
BRUSH & Hammer
Painting. fix-it's &
repairs. decks pres•
sure

Tract 1 - 6.438 Acres
Super Tract Fronting Tom Taylor Trail
• 1
_________
Tract 3 - 1.740 Acres
.
Great Monteath, I!
Tract 4 - 81.96 Acres
-FA RML A ND
Buy Any individual Tract. I
Woods - Pastan - Hunting
Combination Of Tracts
I
CeSat CouritrY UvIII9 -So Close ro Town!!
or The Entire Pro
/ I

I

lc
it.

,

436-2(367 Lamb s
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured. Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters.
iunk & tree wor-k

-

-1110115p.m.
-Wed
-Thur 11 LID.
1 pis

fuesday, March 30, 2010•7

washed

Green Acres
Lawn Care
A Cut Above The
Rest
•Snrub and tree
tnmming
•Gutter cleaning
•Other services

*Quality senoce at
affordable price,
,

stained . 436-2228.

& weight management.
19 years training experience. 270-293-3705,
ask for Paul.
CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814
D&M Lawn Care
227-1918

WASTF.
MANACEMENI
• weekii, wieual pi, kups
•locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
llamilion (aanite
11arble
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
Murdm • 2.1 1 - 2:1
ne..rLis
•nr.

MN SS SI I 'RI
11\r,
lt,111 CUM.\ IRS.

FREE
ESTIM.ATES

YeAr•

LiMenente •
*fide ilsten.ttd.
\en,. tApanduip.
Afea
,

IF YOU ARE

(Mier- I

270t922‘.2911

eli- role711-021111

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING

reliable, gutters. mulch,

shrubs tommed, haumg, 11 years expenence. Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002.
LOCAL Lawn Senace
Free Estimates
(2701227-8417

Free Estimates
270-293-5896 or
270-7671866
LAWN Mowing
service. Insured
16-years experience
Call (270)759-4564

Cr BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned

27 yrs, Exit

LicrIns *1450
Roger R. Delgado
(270)382-2041.
Todd's Auto Detaii
Ali aulo detailing
specializing in acid
rain removal YES
.wE CAN remove
acid rain spots frnr

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798

Atooting *Siding,
*Deck *Bath &
kitehen remodels
'Free Estimates'

MOORE'SLawn

Sr. Discounts

services available

\

Residerbal &
Commercial
Free Estimates

Service Mowing, trimming & bush hogging.

Custom Designs

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal

& Remadeling.
1.1A:

MOWING
and
Trimming small to
large.
Dependable,

Residenbal

*Asphalt Installation
& Maintenance
40 yrs experience
(270)759-0501

POOR BOYS
LAWN CARE
Where- the prices
are cheaper on OLII
side of the fence
•Mulching•Gaiden
Prep•hiany

DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING

I %is

Tile & Marble
Full eitcheos f3atris

LAWN Motving. Free
estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270-492.9,5E
270-293-0034
LAWNS mowed. ver ,
reasonable, free esti
mates. reliable.
mature. 753-2643.
\1

"FRAN'Is
AM)!1.-‘

** * * *
5 Star

Johhny O'Bryan

( on•truetion

(270)226-0505 Dave

MITCHELL
BROS. PAVING
-Commercial &

NOT SATISFIED
WITH YOUR
CURRENT
LAWN SERVICE
AND LOOKING
FOR A NEW
ONE PLEASE
CALL LARRY
AT 227-0726

(270)873-9916

t270i 293-8726 OR
759-b534
Chuck Van Buren

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal,
stump grinding. firewood Insured
489-2839.

rther

(270i 227- 1958

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

SiAcriating
Zs. 111.trilin2
1t
1,‘
'Z79-753-2279

-stnuone •Tr inlming.
+cat(I...amp
•Alulching
•

753-4455

and

CERTIFIED Personal
Trainer specializing in
inspirational motivation. Strength training

CLARK'S
LAWN CARE.

Vinyl sidirg
Wood siding
Bnck.•Concrete
Deras •

(270)227-6160
Simmon's Handyman
& Carpentry Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area

519-8570

and operated
• Free Estimates
• IJC & Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005

(270)221-9153PROLAwN Scheduled
Lawncare. 1st mowing
free. 270-293-1924.
THE Murray Ledger &

your vehicle glass'

Call today at
(270) 205-9826
(270) 227-5648

WESLEY S
Lawn
Maintenance. Relaxl
Let us do your lawn
this year, Landscaping,

Times considers its mowing. edge, shrubs.
sources reliable. but mulching. leaf removal.
inaccuracies do occur. tree servAce, seeding.
Readers using this fertilizing, aerating.
information do so at References available.
their own risk. Although No Contract Required
persons and compa- Free estimates
&
nies mentioned herein insured. Over 15yrs
are believed to be rep- expenence Block and
utable, The Murray Subdivision discounts.
Ledger & Times. nor 270-703-9610.
any of its employees
accept any responsibil- WILL mow, trim.
ity whatsoever tor their mulch. paint, clean-up,
or help move.
activities.
(270,293-9086
TROYER'S
YEARRY'S
Tree
Construction
Service. Free estiMetal Roofing, Pole
mates. Phone
Barn, Shingles.
436-2562, 227-0267
1270)804-6884

Muehleman receives KSHA honor

Special to the Ledger
Muehleman received her
91 international tn-axle
Judy Nluehleman, the Murray bachelor's degree from Southern
dump
truck
Good
conAF_sril Ett1-1 Artic:1 Slit1-1
diton, new bed & paint Independent School District Illinois University and her mas8 00 A.M. Until 6:00 P.M Each Day
(MISD) Special Education ter's degree from MSU. A forlob good tires
asagy No wars Mu, Litera Fre Wes Feat lew Ilmal
293-1662
director, was recognized as
IA Only Aesop Non net Am Oar Disayers An Sanas
mer high 'school special educa"Certificate of Appreciation" tion teacher, Muehle
f 530
man has
honoree during the annual served as an MISD
I
Service' Offered
full-time
• TWEAUCTIONEER
Kentuck
y Speech and Hearing administrator
1
since
1996.
REY FMK KY- 270-623-8466 r,'" C1
Association KSHA) awards Directing and coordinating
& up
spe-THE SELLING.MACHINE n
luncheon
T&B Lawn Service
at
Lexington cial education, Title I, Extended
Adult owned & operat- Kentucky's Hyatt Regency.
School Year programs, and the
460
ed
450
Nominated by the Murray preschool program, Muehleman
978-5655
Homes For Saie
.
759-929
5
Hanes For Sale
State University faculty in the has held numerous leadership
Division of Communication roles including, the development
L&M
BRICK DUPLEX each
LAWN SERVICE
Disorders,
who
described of instructional discipline in the
We Buy Housed
unit 2 bedroom. 1 bath.
Mowing, Manicuring, Muehleman as an "exemplary Murray school system,
Immedia
te
implenewer HVAC units, 903
Landscaping &
Debt Rebell
model of an administrator and mentation of early childhood
Northwood Dr. Near
Leaf Vacuuming
Selling
an
Estate?
collabor
ator in clinical educa- standards, coordination with
MSU on university bus
Satisfaction guaranteed
In Foreclosure?
route, $115.000.
tion in speech language patholo- First Steps, and development
Local Home Buyers
753..1816 Z27-0611
270-435-4001
gy and a valuable asset to and implementation of RTI proHero!
0.00 Cost Estimate
No Cost To You
IMMACULATE brick
Murray State Unviersity's grad- cedures.
No Equity OK
227-9641
home, completely new
uate program," Muehleman was
A constant partner and advoAFFORDABLE
761HOMR.COM
throughout new C/A/H
honored for promoting quality cate for
clinical education for
(270)761-140N4R, Carpentry
unit, roof, appliances.
services for individuals with MSU speech
•Remodeling
pathology graduate
hardwood
floors
communi
cation
disorders.
•Screened Porches
throughout, 3BR. 2BA
students: Muehleman supports
-Garages
Selected by the KSHA the model of clirtical supervision
detached garage on 2
•Water & Termite
large lots. $95.000.
Executive Council upon recom- and intervention at each pre- Judy Muenlernan
Damage
753-91387
mendation of the KSHA Honors school site in the district. "As "Additio
nally, she has supported address,"Live, Love, Laugh anti
•Decks
LARGE home in coun- 2001 Toyota Rav4.
Committ
ee, appreciation recog- chair of most preschool team faculty and
*Home,' Mobile Home
student research Never Give Up." Born with a
new tires, extra clean,
try with acreage 5 to
nitions are given to honor indi- meetings, she serves as an
Repair
excel- projects involving students in cleft lip and palate and receiving
85,6 BR. 6.5 BA, pool, loaded. CD, moonviduals
outside
the
436-551
speech-lan- lent model for our students as the Murray Independent School
7
roof, 80,000 miles, one
gym, play rooms, large
several years of speech therapy,
guage pathology and audiology they learn the process
1(270)227-0587
including district by
facilitating
decks. patio, lots of out owner. 753-0913
the House' won eight national footAll Carpentry Const. professions who are supportive effective interaction with
buildings. 3 acre lake,
recniitm
ent process."
parball championships and more
New homes, Additions, of individuals with communica- ents,"
good hunting & fishing
said Sharon Hart, MSU
David H,susel. the retired than 30 SEC championships
Remodel. Sagging & tion disorders,
559-2032.
the professions, assistant professor division of Auburn
University athletic during his tenure as Aubum
Rotten floors, Vinyl
and the goals of the association. communication
disorders. director offered the keynote University's Athletic Director.
Siding,
Decks.
SUNEW 2010 Camry
-ill
Roofing, Mobile Home
SE. V6, leather $339
1111011
,
r!
Repair.
per month. $2,000
753-2353
by Jacqueline Bigar
Cash or trade down.
Call us we will
HAPPY
Larry Nimmo
BIRTHDAY
KY tax included'
for really need to play the Bull see- LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
be glad to help.
tive
nature might be a direct
Licensed & Insured
Wednesday, March 31, 2010:
Details call
ing red. Tonight: Relax with a ***** Someone clearly
goes reflection of his or her insecunty.
(270)753-4961.$$$
1-(270)293-4020
This year. partnerships prove to fnend
Murray Ledger
out of his or her way. Relate to Relax with this person. Time will
ALDRIDGE
be instrumental. Unusual cre- GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
this individual. but focus. A situa- help. Tonight: Only what you
8 Times
&McCuiston Roofing ativity and a homed
****
Use
your
wit
and
energy tion on the personal or domestic want.
-in intellect
mix to help you come up with a to accomplish what you want. front could be creating a lot of AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
270-753-1916
YOUR AD
Why
not
express
your caring pressure. Transform what is hap- *** There might
lot of ideas and solutions and
be days or
COULD BE
through actions. if that is easier? pening. and use it to empowe
NEW home 3 BR, 2
r times you want to duck. No mathelp you relax. If you are single.
Don't
HERE
We
Fir!an
judge
FOR
others
te
and their yourself. Remember. you are not ter which way
BA, 2 car garage.
you tumble into a passionate stateme
you turn. you
nts. You actually could changing anyone! Tonight: Buy a
hollandmotOrSales com
ONLY 47.5.00
patio, cathedral ceilmight not be conterit with the
relationship. Expect a spark or be hurting yourself
unnecessari- treat on the way home.
A MONTH
ings, concrete drive,
270-753-4461
results.
Close
friends and parttwo. If you are anached, the two ly. Tonight: Put your feet up.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
energy efficient feaCALL 7.53-191e
ners could be argumentative. A
of you find a new intensity. Use CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your instincts point the boss or higher-up could be
tures. Rebates still 2009 white, Hyundai
riding
it to draw closer. TAURUS has a ***** You cannot rein your- way. You still might antagonize
accent
available. 210-3781 or
hatchback
you hard. The instinct to cocoon
self in when you seem so full of someone you neecl in your provery nice style.
7100-miles, 37-42mpg,
559-2032
might not be that far off. Tonight:
energy and ideas. Do quickly nix fessional life. This person
10yr/100,000 mile waris Burning the midnight oil.
a bad idea or a high risk. A fnend proud and might not forgive eas- PISCES
ranty. $13.000
Neu 2-4
The
Stars
Show
the
Kind of
(Feb. 19-March 20)
%I
MP
293-1193, 293-9829.
Bedroom homes in
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; demonstrates his or her caring. ily. Pick and choose your words ***** Though people are
Yon can coast on the
This person lends his or her sup- with care. Someone demoncertainly verbal and other assoRiverfield Estates.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
nwst experienced
Need to sell your
port to nearly any project you strates his or her feelings. Be
ciates are pushy. you seem to be
1-Difficult
SI36 Real Property
Truck or Car?
in West Ky.
come up with. Tonight: Live it up. sensitive. Tonight: Whatever
able to detach and get a look at
Professionals
Advertise WM us
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
knocks your socks off.
403 Tom Taylor Trail
the big picture. Communicate to
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
klurray Ledger & Times
293-7872
*** Your independent streak SAGITTARIUS (Nov.
22-Dec. a receptive audience exactly
270-753-1916
**** You C.Ould be entrenched comes out Understand
753-7728
what is 21)
what is on your mind. You'll gain
in a certain mind-set and not going on behind the scenes.
but *** Assume a low profile, With support and even more
insight.
know it An argument might be also be sensitive to the
For Sale By Owner
acting the exception of a trusted asso- Tonight: Let your
mind relax to
Hill Electric the beginning of a more dynamic powers. Rethink a decision that ciate at work.
You also might run good music.
Since 1986
partnership. whether you are involves your work and daily
life. into a friendly person or two
24 Nous name
open to it or not. Let another per- Communication could be stifled.
while
running
errands. Take BORN TODAY
Res.. Com.,& Ind
son know that he or she is Tonight_ Happy to head
home.
some much-needed time to think Actress Shirley Jones (1934),
Licensed & Insured
appreciated. Tonight, Dinner for VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept.
22)
and
revamp
ideas. At this point. actor Richard Chamberlain
All Jobs - big or small two.
***** Listen well. Ask the you are likely to pick up informa(1934), former vice president,
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753-9562
right questions. Conversations tion that is usually not availabl
e. Nobel Prize winner Al Gore
**** Others could be unusu- open up a new perspec
tive.
Tonight:
Screen your calls.
(1948)
BELCHER Painting
ally forward and direct. Clearly, Relax and detach from a
prob- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Spring Creek Oaks Subdivision
Residential &
***
they want what they want. If you lem. Trust that ycu will find
****
the
* Ask yourself if you are Jacqueline Bigar is on the
3-4 bedroom, 2 5 bath
Commercial. Intenor.
express your feelings, even solution. Expenses could
build. ready to enact some changes
Asking $249.900
Internet at www.iacguelinebiExtenor. Free
anger. for whatever reason. the Use your creativity when turning
Friends will support you on your gar.com.
Estimates.
(270) 759-4583 after 6 p.m.
Other party sees you as gentle, down a nsk. Tonight.
Catch up path. even if they think you are (c) 2010 by King
270-293-2028-Jerod
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sweet and caring. You might with your friends.
otf-base A partner argumentaSyndicate Inc.
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By The Associated Press
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
v.as founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear
Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, I,os Angeles. CA 90069.
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spades. flow would you play. the
hand?
BeCIUSe East passed his partner's
opening hid and appears to have thc
king of spades. it is highly unlikely
that a club finesse will succeed. This
lowes sou with four apparent losers
— a diamond. a spade and two clubs.
The answer lies in recognizing the
full value of the te% meager assets
partner has contributed to your

Tomorrow: Lose the battle. win the war.
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Crosswords
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ACROSS

37 Pep
39 Resistance unit
40 Lama's chant
41 Desdemona's
love
45 Fixed
49 Make muddy
50 Xavier's ex
51 Tpk.
52 Murray or Rice
53 Snapshots
54 Not opposed
55 Dates regularly

1 Horse dogs
5 Luxury resort
8 Rebuff
12 Coup d'13 That fellow's
14 Sizable purse
15 — Calhoun of
oaters
16 Vivacious
18 Deer's rack
20 Element 18
symbol
21 Bratty kid
22 Rostand hero
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1 Mel's Diner
waitress

ending
30 — Romana
31 — cloud
(swarm of
comets)
32 Geog. feature
33 Grant, as land
34 — Kilmer of
films
35 It may be slung
36 "Cosmos" host
1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

26 Take by force
29 Feminine

? SOMETIMES IT
5EEMS LIKE...

By making maximum use of
dummy's three trump entnes and the
1-10-8-5 of diamonds, you thus manage to get rid of all three of your
black-suit losers. giving West two
diantond tricks you didn't have to
lose in exchange. The end result is
that you gain a trick in this three-fortwo transaction. Oddly enough, the
only tricks you lose are the A-K-Q of
diamonds.

2 Collar or jacket
3 Fruit pastry
4
5
6
7

Salon employee
Acute
Kegler's targets
— live and

3-30 © 2o o United Feature Syndicate, Inc
11 Jarrett of
NASCAR
1 7 Ancient
Mexican
19 Rescue squad
mem.

breathe'
8 Ringo or Bart
9 Steaming
10 All-purpose
truck
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5
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13
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16
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7

8
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22 TV news
source

23 Take
down — —
24 Goose egg
25 Strong pullers
26 Made cloth
27 Horse's color
28 Dashiell's peer
29 — take forever!
32 Very, in
Veracruz
33 Tourists' gadgets
35 Execs
36 Pipe down!
38 Kentucky
Derby award
39 Riverbank
clown
41 Glom —
42 Only
43 Queue
44 Flamenco
shouts
45 Twist-off
46 Sapporo sash
47 Peacock network
48 Dog's bark
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WARD REA('IIES
AGREEMENT'TO KEEP
HEAD COACH ON
BENCH UNTIL 2014

MICHAEL DANN / Loayer T,m ,3s
Murray State's Joyce Trus lines
up
this putt at the Racer Classic
in
early March. On Monday, the
senior finished fourth tor MSU at
the
Saluki Invitational in Carbdonale
,

Racers, Trus
finish fourth
at Saluki
Invite

Ily RUNMS1.DANN
Sports Editor
Murray State athletic director Allen
Ward confirmed on Tuesday moming
that Racer head coach Billy Kennedy
had agreed in principle to a contract
extension that would run through the
2014 season, giving him four more
years on his remaining contract.

Kennedy will also rec:eive an
increase in his base salary and, for
Ward, what means the most is not so
much the money. but the opportunities
that present themselves.
"To think we had the opportunity to
keep him around after
some of the schools
were interested in him
says a lot about our
program," Ward said.
"It's a big statement for
us to do so and, really,
it's about capitalizing
Kennedy
on the momentum we
have and keeping our staff around
ensures us the opportunity to do that."

Ward has said throughout the
process of extending Kennedy's contract that he would do so aggressively.
After Kennedy inked his name on the
dotted line Tuesday, Ward wasn't the
only one who breathed a sigh of relief.
"I'd say for our program and the
parameters that we have to work with,
we were very aggressive." he said. "It's
something that has been a priority of
mine for some time and when I saw
what was happening this season, which
is what I expected, even before we captured or won the tournament I started
thinking about it. Billy and I started
talking shortly after. but it's been the
No. I priority for me."

4TH DISTRICT BASEI3ALL: CCHS 13, CCA 3

PREP BASEBALL
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't look very
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in the con-

Kennedy was unable to retum
phone call by press time Tuesday for
comment. Although, from speaking
with the fourth-year MSU head coach,
Ward feels that he is very content with
the way things have worked out.
"He's been very appreciative of
what we've done and he reflected that
in his comments to me,'' Ward said. •
"He's seems happy and I'm ecstatic
that he's going to be around for a
while. I know his day is corning, but
this is important for us to hopefully
build upon all the success we have the
past year."

MSU AT HALFWAY
POINT IN SPRING
PRACTICE

WA Report
Shickill Davis led Murray's
offensive onslaught, delivering _
two doubles and driving in four .-7
runs as the Tigers routed'
Reidland 15-3 Monday in
Paducah.
Davis hit his first double in
the top of the fifth inning, driving in Ian Heskett and Austin
Adams to blow the game open,
stretching Murray's lead from 6- .
3 to 8-3.
He then had a hand in ending
the game on the 10-run rule in •
the sixth inning, delivering
another double that scored
Heskett and Adams again to give
the Tigers a 13-3 lead.
With the win, Murray
m See MEM,10

Ely fASU Sports Informed=
C'ARBONDALE. III. -- The Murray
State women's golf program earned a
fourth-place finish Monday at the Saluki
Invitational at Hickory Ridge GC in
Carbondale , Ill.
The Racers carded rounds of 315319=634 and finished two shots behind
third-place Ball State at 632. Indiana State
came. from 12 shots down and defeated
Drake 617 to 618.
MSU's top finisher was Joyce Trus who
came in fourth-place with scores of 7579=154, while Andrea Downer had a 12th
place showing with scores of 82-75=157.
Morgan Cross and Alex Lennartsson each
finished 24th. Cross had rounds of 7886=164, while Lennartsson had 8282=164.
Megan McKinney finished 30th with
scores of 80-85=165, while Caroline
Lagerborg was 54th after scores of 8883=171.
MSU individuals Alex Hinteregger and
Jilian Brake finished 50th and 80th.
Ilinteregger shot tounds of 86-84=170,
while Brake carded scores of 91-89=180.
Bradley finished fifth at 637, while
Western Illinois (641), host SIU (642),
Eastern Kentucky (652), Austin Peay(665)
and Belmont(673) rounded out the top-Ili
of the field of 15 teams.
TOMMY DILLARD / U-)dger 3 lines
Drake's Olivia Lansing won the medal- Calloway County freshman catcher
Jordan Dawson follows through on his
swing during the Lakers' 13-3 4th FUTRELL TIUPLL
ist honor in the field of 81 players with
District victory over Community Chris
tian Monday night at Laker Field. Daws
scores of 71-74z--145.
on went 2-for-2 with three RBI
and helped get the Laker offense going
early.
INSURES WIN
The Hickory Ridge course played to a
par of 72 and 6,017 yards.
OVER LONE
FRESHMEN DAWSON, GREER PROVIDE CRUC
MSU's next challenge begins Friday at
IAL OFFENSE AS CALLOWAY TOPS
the Ole Miss Rebel Invitational in Oxford,
Ety
TOMMY DILLARD
OAK IN SIXTH
Miss., at University Golf Course. The
Sports Writer
Racers will play 18 holes each day through
Jordan Dawson is certainly making
Staff Report
Sunday.
his case for the open position behind the
Lauren Benson delivered a
MSU football knocks off tfie spring
plate at Calloway County.
three-run home run in the fourth
break rust
The freslunan got the starting nod
inning and Taylor Futrell drove:*,b
The Murray State football team
in two runs with a triple in the'd
knocked off some of the rust as they Saturday at Daviess County and, playing
_
sixth to lift Calloway County to
returned to the field for their seventh prac- in his first varsity game, promptly went
3-for3
a
6-3
and
drove
win
over Lone Oak on
in the Lakers' only run.
tice of the Spring Tuesday morning at
Dawson kept the momentum rolling
Monday at Lady Laker Field.
Stewart Stadium.
I
The Lady Lakers fell behind 7."1
"You can tell we were a little rusty com- Monday night as Calloway County disearly, spotting L,one Oak one run
ing off the break." said head coach Chris patched Conununity Christian 13-3 in six
in the first and another in the
Hatcher. "That was the reason we used our innings to pick up its first 4th District
victory of the season.
second, but Benson's shot gave ,i
last practice in shoits today, to just try and
Dawson, who rode the bench on the
Calloway its first lead.
get back into the groove and get back into
.,
practice type mode. A lot more teaching junior varsity squad for most of his
The Purple Flash plated today. Tomorrow we will hopefully pick eighth-grade season, went 2-for-2 with a
another run in the top of the fifth
single and a double and drove in three
up where we left off before spring break."
inning. but the Lady Lakers
"We had a big scrimmage the day runs.
pulled ahead again in the fifth
before we left and we had a lot of correcHitting out of the No. 8 spot, he
and Futrell provided the insur—
tions to make. The big thing is our guys teamed up with No. 6 hitter Tyler Greer
ance in the seventh.
don't know how to play the game like I to provide crucial offensive produc
Whitney Gardner picked up
tion
want it to be played. Coming out of the
v•bile the middle of Calloway's lineup
the win in the circle, corning on
scrimmage we didn't hustle around as attempts to fight its way through
in relief of Ashton Futrell and
a minimuch as we needed. We didn't run to the slump.
tossing three innings, giving up
football like we needed to do. We really
"What they're doing is huge because
one run on two hits and striking
emphasized that today. One thing that we right now, some of
out one.
the older guys are
TOMM
DILLA
Y
,Pciqpr
RD
/
rImPS
are not going to compromise is hustle."
struggling," said senior Grant Williams, Senior pitcher Grant Williams picked up his first win
Futrell tossed the first four
of the season and
'The deep and talented receiving corps who pitched all six
frames and surrendered two runs
innings and earned his first since sitting out most of his junior year with a hamst
ring injury. on six
continued to shine a.s they held the upper the victory Monda
hits.
y.
son. head coach Zach Hobbs says the pegge
hand dunng one-on-one's with the defend by many as the First Region
"Those younger guys are leading us
Benson led Calloway at the
catche
r j)osition is still very much open. favorite, tonigh
sive backs. Seniors Daniel Ard and Rashad right now.
plate. going 2-for-2 and finisht in Mayfield.
Jordan Dawson is playing a
Junior Kody Rudolph got the starting
Daniels, along with juniors Patnck
Against CCA, Williams eamed his ing with three RBI and two runs 7•,
heck of a baseball game, and I'm really
noci on opening day against Reidland last first
Robertson and Ja-Vonta Trotter have con- proud of
start of the season after sitting out scored. Futrell also notched two -1
him."
week and delivered two hits.
tinued to improve in the Racers new offenmost of the 2009 year with a hamstring RBI and Kristin Boggess added
For Dawson, it was a surprise to hear
"Nothing is set in stone as far as that injury.
his name called as part of the starting
a double.
•See Mau. ,
position goes," he said. "It's unexpected
The senior gave up three runs on four
lineup on Saturday.
Jackie Metcalf went I-for-2
MU NNW PRIM= Scommei
what Jordan's doing right now. He's hit- hits
but said the outing gave him a chance and scored a run while Neely
"It was really exciting for me," he ting
Ma
Vat
the
ball
really
well,
so we'll ride him to test his arm. He threw six inning
Plactaga
Match 31 5-20 a.m.
said. "I wasn't expecting to come in and
s and Gallimore and Karlee Wilson
while he's hittiag. He's really stepped up 71 pitche
Piedra 0.
WI 2
5:20 am
s, tossing mostly fastballs in each went 1 -for-3 with a run
start right off the bat. I was expecting it above
oracapa #4-0
Ap.r I 7
5.20 ern
where I thought he would be at this keeping with
%wan Al
more later this year or next year. I just
Calloway's game plan scored.
Apft A
4 p.m.
point in the season."
Prattles II*
Acd 10
against CCA's hitters.
1:30 p.m.
went
up
With the win. the Lady
there
with
the
mental
ity to try to
Prodigal/13
Widi the win. Calloway evened its
Apr% It
3.3C p.m
Hobbs said he had intended to limit Lakers improved to 4-2 mid will
make contact. don't try to hit it hard."
°mica *14
Apell 14
510 a.m
record
at
2-2
going
into a measuring- Williams to 65 pitches. but allow
3pring Game
Despite Dawson's hot start to the sea- stick
6.30 m
AP,11 1 5
ed him travel to Hickman County on
matchup with Graves County,
Thursday for a 5 p.m. first pitch.
See LAKERS, 10

Benson
home run
lifts Lady
Lakers

CCA

.1
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COLLEGE HOOPS

-SACCRIZE"

team
UK's 'Fab Freshman' make first
Ali-America team
FIRST PAIR OF
KENTUCKY
TEAMMATES
HONORED SINCE
'49

By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketbah Wnter
Having a couple of freshmen
on The Associated Press' AllAmerica team is nothing new.
This year, nowever, they are
from the same school.
Kentucky's John Wall and
DeMarcus Cousins were on the
All-America team announced
Monday. Joining them were
Ohio State junior Evan Turner,
who received all but one firstteam vote, Syracuse junior Wes
Johnson and Villanova senior
Scottie Reynolds.
In the age of one-and-done
players, the All-America team
has become a home for freshmen.
Kevin Durant of Texas and
Greg Oden of Ohio State were
on the 2007 team, while Michael
Beasley of Kansas State and
Kevin Love of UCLA were on it
the next year.
After a year without any'
freshmen being honored, Wall
and Cousins moved in as the
ninth set of teammates to be
selected and the first since
Duke's J.J. Redick and Shelden
Williams in 2006.
-This means a lot to both of
us. l'm surprised and glad we
both made it," said the 6-foot-4
Wall. who averaged 16.9 points,
4.2 rebounds and 6.4 assists
after arriving as one of the most
highly touted high school
recruits. "We had to learn a lot
as freshmen and we were able to
help our teammates along the
way. This means a lot to both of
us."
The 6-11 Cousins became
one of ttie country's top big men
and was the only player selected

to the team who averaged a dou
Kentucky freshmen lead
ble-double with 15.3 points and
VVeli and DefAareus Cousins are
Kentucky S
10.1 rebounds.
the first freshmen teammates to Pe selected tor
II-Amenca team
"It's important to me but it
The Associaisn Press
wasn't something I was expecting," Cousins said. "This means
a lot because all we really did
was try to come in and help our
teammates."
They. helped the Wildcats
reach No. I for one week in a
season they were no lower than
fifth in any poll.
-The challenge of it is to get
n.u
s
scottie :
:
DeMueherie;
Wes
Evan
John
them to reach beyond where
Reynords
Johnson
TEAM
Turner
Wel;
they've ever reached in their
7"
6 4'
State
lives," first-year Kentucky
sr
,
'r • ;
Jr • G-F
Fresh • G
through
Ke
entulLy
vlianr ,vr,
coach John Calipari said
irrecrrse
Marcti 14 Ohio Stale
Kentuck y
shape
conin
the
best
-They're
15 3 ppg
're 0 ppg
18.5 ppg
20.3 ppg
18.9 pee
ditioning-wise they've ever
10 1 rpg
3.3 apg
3 4 rpg
9.2 rpg
4.2 rpg
been in. They are playing for the
54 1 tg get
9 blocks 827 tg pet
54.0 Ig pct
6.4.amt
team more than they've ever
26
45
32
Votes'
84
62
played for a team. Usually it's
206
243
280
Points
323
319
been about them. Yet they got to
'First-place
respect each other."
A{
Wall said he and Cousins
knew they had a chance to be said Turner, an honorable men- expecting to get All-American."
tion selection last year who Reynolds said. "You just go out
honored this way.
"We talked about it a lot," he thought about entering the draft there every day and try and do
said. "We've known each other as a sophomore. "I think I just the best you can, try and play
since we were 14 years olcl. Vve grew mentally and the maturity Villanova basketball. It's in the
came here together and we are of my game is really elevated. I back of your head, but if you
like brothers. It was tough for us think I've become a way better concentrate on that, that stuff
at the beginning but we stuck player. I think I've learned a lot will never come."
Wall and Cousins were
together and basically helped in the extra year I've been here
arid I'm just really thankful I Kentucky's first All-Americans
each other through the season."
since Ron Mercer in 1997, The
Turner, the 6-7 point guard made the decision."
Johnson burst onto the other schools have all had playconsidered one of the best allaround players in recent years. national scene in his first season ers selected in the last five years:
received all but one first-team with the Orange after transfer- Hakim Warrick of Syracuse in
vote from the 65-member ring from Iowa State. The 6-7 2005, Randy Foye of Villanos a
national media panel that selects forward averaged 16.0 points in 2006 and Oden in 2007.
of
Anderson
James
and 8.4 rebounds in Leading
the weekly Top 25.
Wall received 62 votes, while Syracuse to its first No. rank- Oklahoma State was sixth in the
balloting with 27 votes and was
Johnson had 45. Reynolds 32 ing since 1990.
"It's a shock and it's an joined on the second team by
and Cousins 26 in voting conducted before the NCAA tourna- honor," he said of being select- Sherron Collins of Kansas,
ed. "Of all the players in the Greivis Vasquez of Maryland,
ment.
Turner missed six games country that could have been .lon Scheyer of Duke and
Butler of West
after breaking bones in his back awarded. they awarded me. It's Da'Sean
Virginia.
when he fell after a dunk in an honor."
The third team was Greg
The 6-2 Reynolds averaged
December. The Buckeyes weht
.500 without him and then went 18.5 points and shot 40 percent Monroe of Georgetown, Cole
on to the Big Ten title when he from 3-point range in becoming Aldrich of Kansas, Damion
of
Texas,
Luke
the Wildcats' go-to player with James
retumed.
"I'm definitely honored to be several spectacular second-half Harangody of Notre Darne and
Darington Hobson of New
a part of a team like that and to efforts
"You go through a ,eason not !Vie x ,co.
be recognized. it's really cool,"

•Lakers
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From Page 9
to itren.:h the number a little.
thereby' preserving his rotation
for the rest of the week.
"It felt gocsd to get on the
mound," Williams said. "I'm not
usually a guy that can go really
long. I think the injury kind of
helped me in a way, because 1
feel like my arm is snonger. I
had some troublc with it last
year, but it feels really good this
year.''
The middle of the Lakers'
order didn't provide much in
terms of run production on

Monday, but the bottom and top
hailed out Calloway.
In addition to Dawson's two
hits, fellow freshrnan Tyler
Greer also sparked the Lakers
offensively, going 2-for-2 with
two singles and scoring three
RMS.

The freshman's speed on the
basepaths was also a plus for the
Lakers as he stole his way from
first to third in the second inning
and scored on a Dawson base
hit.
Defensively., Greer filled in
for full-time shortstop .Austin

Hargrove, who injured his
thumb and will be out for at least
the remainder of the week.
Sophomore Dylan Dwyer
took over lead-off duties in
Hargrove's absence and got on
base each of his five times at the
plate, earning three walks and
delivering two hits.
Dwyer was responsible for
ending the game in the sixth
inning on what likely could have
been his second triple of the
night into deep right field, scoring the run that put the Lakers
ahead by HS

•MSU
FrOM Page 9
sive scheme. Fellow senior
Marcus Harris is limited to individual drills during the Spring.
As a group, the Racers
receivers caught 99 passes for
951 yards and eight touchdowns
last season. Harris led the group
with 45 catches for 417 yarcts,
while Ardsled the team with three
touchdow-ns. Harris enters his
final season with 132 career
receptions for 1,414 yarcts and 12
touchdowns. He needs just 28
receptions to become the school's
all-tirne leader, passing Derrick
Townsel who set the record in
2009. He is also just 423 yards
away frotn reaching the top five
in receiving yards.
-Our receiving corps has really looked gocid." .said Hatcher.
-Marcus Harris can only: do drill
work, but those guys as a group
have probably been the one group
that has stood out most throughout spring practice.-

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Trnes

MSU quarterback Casey Brockman hands off to a running
back during drills Tuesday morning.
The Racers will put on the
shoulder pads as they retum to the
practice field Wednesday morning at 5:20 a.m. They will close
out the week with a scrimmage

during Friday morning's practice.
also set to begin at 5:20 a.naduring Friday morning's practice,
also set to begin at 5:20 a.m

Ledger &

"Not having Austin in there
hurts us because we're starting a
freshman and a sophomore up
the middle," said Hobbs. -But I
thought Dylan did a good job in
the lead-off spot. He was patient
and he hit the ball well when he
had the chance."
The Lakers also got a single
and a double from senior outfielder Ben Hudson in the No. 2
slot.
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Haverstkli!mance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we care..
' 21! S 12th St Murray KY * 751,3415
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Monday s Sports Transactions
By The Associated P•ess
BASEBAlt

Amerman Laagua
BOSTON RED SOX Optio,ad
Dusty Brown and INF Kevin Frandsen

to Pawtucket Ill) Reassogned INF
Jorge Jornenez and C Gustavo Molina
to their rnInor league Carni)
Natrona! League
FLORIDA MARLINS--Reassared RHP
Scott Strickland and INF Logan
Mornson to the 'Tenor keague camp
PITTSBURGH PIFIATES--Ciarrned

RHP Hayden Peon off waivers from
Floods Designated OF Brarsdon MosS
for assignmec,
WASHINGTON NATIONALS--Cleurned
C Chris Coste on wanders trom the N Y
Mots
FOOTBALL
National Football Usague
ARIZONA CARDINALS-- Re-signed

WR Steve Breaston. C Lyle Sencilern
NT Gabe Watson to one-year qualifying
otters. LB Monty BeiseI In a ode-year
contract and CB Michael Aoarns to an
excluswe nghts contract
BUFFALO BILLS--Re-signed S George
Wilson LB Ketth Elltion. LB Jon Corto
D8 Cary Hants DEI Jonathan Stupar
and WR Felton Huggins
CINCINNATI BENGALS—Re-signed LB
Abdul Hodge S Kynes Hebert. G Nate

livings 08 Jordan Palmer and OT
Dennis Roland
SAN DIEGO CHARGER&---Sgned CB

Nathan Vasher to a two-year contract
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS - red WR
Morey to a multiyear contract
WASHINGTON REDSKiNS- -Signed

sew

C8 Phrtlep Bucnanon
SOCCER
United Soccer League
IJSL--- Named Steven Short sales coo,
droator Arldec Brian D Amoco to Me
Super Y-League Super 20 Leacoe
operations start
COLLEGE
CLEMSON- -Nemec, itoro Limon
women s basketball coach
COLORADO--Fired women's basket
nal( COO& Kathy McConnell-Miller
DAVIDSON—Announced the resogna
nach
non of women s basketball,
Annette Watts
C Cole
KANSAS—Announced
Aldrich will enter the NBA draft
LOUISIANA-LAFAYETTE—Named Bob
Marlin men's basketball coach and
announced he agreed to a ftve-year
contract
MICHICiAN--Announcecl Ionia G
Manny Hams will enter the NBA dran
MINNESOTA—Suspended S Kyle
Theret indettnnely tor an unspecified
noiatton of team rules and policies
SETON RALL —Named Kevin Willard
men's basketball ,:oach and Anne
Donovan women s Ossketball coach
SHEPHERD—Named 8 J Purnroy atti
Ietic director ettectnre June 30
L.ICF —Named Donnie Jones rreri s
basketbail coach

PREP TENNIS

Graves holds court
against Lakers
CCHS RETURNS HOME TO PLAY
HOST 10 MARSHALL COUNT V TODA1
Staff Report
Graves County defeated
Calloway County in both boys
and girls action Monday afternoon in Mayfield.
The Eagles took a 7-2 victory
over the Lakers while the Lady
Eagles bested Calloway 6-3.
On the boys side, the Lakers
got their only two wins from
Karl° Vasquez and Theo Qualls
in the three and four slots.
Vasquez defeated Dustin Shelby
9-7 while Qualls beat Josh
Hawkins 9-7.
In the No. I spot. Jake
Darnell fell to Hunter Mills 8-0
while Matt McReynolds lost to
Preston Simmons 8-1 in the two
spot. Zach Fortenbery fell to
Mitchell Wiggins 8-2 and
Charlie Watson lost to Chase
Wooley 8-1.
All three doubles matches

were hotly contested, but Graves
prevailed in each.
On the girls side, the Lady
Lakers picked up two victories
from the bottom of their lineup.
getting wins from Ali Love in
the four spot over Kristen
Henson 8-4 and Laura Ouluna in
the five spot over Clarke
Waldrop 9-7,
Calloway's girls also notched
a doubles win at the No. I slot
when Hannalore Clause and
Teela Etheridge blanked Emily
Riley and Kate Simmons 8-0.
In singles, Clause fell to
Emily Whitnell 8-5 in the No. I
spot while Etheridge lost to
Hanna Manns 8-1 at No. 2. In
the third spot, Audra Hopkins
lost to Simmons 8-3.
The Lakers return home to
face Marshall County today at
4:30 p.m.

•Tigers
From Page 9
improved to 2-2 on the season.
Reidland fell to 0-2
David Vinson ricked up the
win on the mound, going five
innings and giving up three runs
on seven hits. Brock Downey
tossed the final frame, shutting
the Greyhounds down and striking out two batters.
Murray scored four runs in
the first inning, getting one RBI
on a Tanner Richerson single
and two on a Terrell Buck single.
The Tigers added another in
the second to take a 5-1 lead, but
Reidland scored two in the third
to cut the margin to 5-3.
Davis went 2-for-4 with a run
and foul RBI. Downey and
Richerson both went 2-for-4
with two runs and two RBI
while Aron Sweeney was 2-for4 with two runs and one RBI.
Terrell Buck drove in four
runs on the night on his two-RBI
single in the first and two walks.
The Tigers travel to Lyon
C'ounty today for a 5:15 first
pitch
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